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UNIVERSITY HONORS 499
FINANCIAL AID AND THE NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS AT SIU-C.
Vivian Millikan

The purpose of this study is to gather information on the SIU-C
Nationwide, the

financial aid policy toward non-traditional students.

number of non-traditional students enrolled in institutions of higher
education

is growing

(Farabaugh,

1986:3).

The

Carnegie

Foundation

Advancement of Teaching reported that one-fifth of all students at four
year

universities

Farabaugh,

1986:4).

are

25

years and older

(Lynton,

1986,

cited

in

One study projected that non-traditional students

(25 years and older) will make up 49 percent of the college student
polulation by the mid 1990s (Farrant, 1986, cited in Farabaugh, 1986:4)
This national
mirrored

at

SIUC

pattern
from

of

fall

non-traditional
1978

to

fall

student
1986

enrollment was

(Farabaugh,

1986:4)

Farabaugh's research shows that the non-traditional student population
was on the rise from 1978 to 1986 (see figure

1).

She defined non

traditional students as:
(a) all graduate or professional students aged 30 years
and older and
(b) undergraduates 24 years and older or undergraduates
under 24 years but married or divorced (p. 4).
In 1978,
student

body.

non-traditional
In fall,

students comprised 19.5 percent
27.7 percent

19E.6,

population were non-traditional students.

of

the total

of

the

student

Farabaugh's findings show

that the largest portion of the increase in non-traditional students was
due to the increase in older graduate and professional students at SIUC.
In fall, 1978 30.2 percent of this group was 30 years or older but this
as up to 48.2 percent in fall, 1986.

In fall, 1978, 17.3 percent of
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(

all undergraduates were non-traditional and this had risen to 22.3 in
fall, 1986.
Statistics provided by Farabaugh
Newsletter

(Nov.

1987,p.

in the

Non-traditional

2) show that in fall,

1987,

Students

in spite of the

non-traditional graduate students rising from 48.2 percent in 1986 to'
53.3 percent in 1987,
down from 27.7

the total non-traditional

percent

in 1986

to

student enrollment was

27.3 percent

in 1987.

The non

traditional undergraduate student enrollment was down from 22.3 percent
in 1986 to 21.9 percent in 1987 (figure 2).
Clearly the non-traditional students are here to stay.

I want to

determine if the Student Work and Financial Assistance office (SWFA) has
made

pol icy changes or adj ustments

to meet

the

needs of these

non

traditional students.
I examined the report used by
students at SIU-C for
recei ved a

copy of

the

SWFA to determine the needs of the

years 1986-87 and 1987-88. (Appendix

this survey/report

from Joe Camille,

1)

I

Director of

SWFA, after sending him a copy of the Freedom of Information Act and a
written request for documentation of his figures in the 1986-87 student
budgets in Spring,

1987.

I compared it with the guidelines from the

federal regulation codes concerning financial aid to students.
II)

The SWPA at SIU-C is a

member of

the

Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA).

National

(Appendix

Association of

The February 1984 NASFAA

Monograph Series Number III Chapter 3 gives the guidelines for methods

2

of constructing student expense budgets. (Appendix III)

I compared the

methods suggested by the NASFFA with the methods used by the SWFA at
STU-C.

I also want to discuss the impact of the SWFA's policies on some

non-traditional students
First,
Second,

I examine and discuss the omissions in the survey process.

I examine the specific areas covered in the SWFA survey/report:

categories;

room and board;

transportation;

expenses; child car; and classifications.

miscellaneous and personal
Next,

I discuss some other

problems non-traditional students have had with the SWFA.

Finally,

I

will suggest some solutions.
SURVEY PROCESS
NASFFA guideline on research for determining budget
Any budget research should take into account the
institution's entire student body. Research is usually
conducted using a representative sample of the student body.
. . . A demographic profile. allows the aid administrator to
determine categories of student budgets to be developed and
to identify the size of samples needed to produce reliable
data. As a general rule, students' expense budgets should be
developed separately for groups of students who face similar
types of expenditures. . . . This procedure recognizes the
diversity of the student population, reduces possible
distortions in standard budgets, and assists the aid
administrator by reducing the number of students for whom
exceptional expenses must be documented. Consideration should
be given to the following demographic characteristics in
deciding what data are needed to construct reasonable expense
budgets: academic level, degree program, residence, age, marital
status, dependency status, and family size. (AppendiX lII,p. 2)
SIU-C research methods uspd in determining budgets.

SWPA states

they handed out simple student expense surveys to student workers in the
SWFA office.

In addition,they gathered over 30 surveys from students in
-3

the Student Center in November to get a more representative sample.
total number of surveys used was 56--45 si ngle;

The

11 single parents or

married students. (Appendix I, p. 1)
I suggest that SWFA did not do their research using a representative
sample of the student body.

They did not consider age or dependency

status,

differentiate

i.e.,

they

did

students and single

not

between

independent students.

single

dependent

They did not consider

marital status or family size, i. e., they did not differentiate between
single parents or married students.
Documentation of figures

NASFAA
budgets,
which

notes that because of the essential role of student expense

aid administrators should be able to demonstrate the way in

they

arrive

at

the

standard

programs. (see Appendix III, p.

budgets

used

in

financial

aid

1)

In the 1986-87 budget, the students who lived with their parents
were

allowed

lunch money-$540

for

9 months.

students who received this lunch money.
1987-88 budget.

Mr.

were the

only

This $540 was cut from the

Camille said this was a personal decision and he

did not need to document his figures
1987) .

These

<Personal communication,

April,

There were increases in the transportation allowances in the

various categories for the 1987-88 budget.

All married students/ single

parents received an increase of $25--about 2.4 percent increase.

All

single students who did not live with their parents received an increase
of $20--about 6 percent increase.

Single students who lived

-4

with their parents received an increase of $216--about 20 percent
In response, Mr. Camille said that the amount Df increase in

increase.

each categDry was his decisiDn and that he did not need documentation of
his figures (PersDnal communication, April 1987).
Next

I will

compare the gUidelines from the federal

regulations

cDncerning financial aid to students with the survey/report used by SWFA
tD determine the budgets at SIU-C.
LIVING COSTS OF STUDENTS
Classification of single student

The

Department

Df

EducatiDn

classifications of single
;.

students.

divides

dependent

the

single

students

students and single

intD

independent

SIU-C submits some of its reports to the Department Df

Education with the separate classifications.2.

Yet,

single students are put in the same category.

Mr.

in the SWFA,

all

Camille said the

decision to put all single students in the same category was "made in
this Dffice" (Personal cDmmunication, April, 1987>

All single students,

regardless Df age Dr whether Dr nDt they are self-suppDrting Dr are
suppDrted by parents, are
expenses.

determined tD have the same needs fDr living

They all have the same budgets within their grDup, i.e., Dn

campus Dr Dff-campus. (see Appendix I, p. 2)
I argue that each grDup has unique expenses that SWFA ignDres tD the
detriment of the non-traditional student,
expenses

in

housing,

dependents,

in particular,
miscellaneous

transportation, child care and living with parents.
-5

differential
expenses,

Room and Board

For a student who has no dependents and lives in
institutionally owned or operated housing-
(A) The actual amount charged the student for room
and board for an academic year; or
(B) A standard allowance based on the average amount
it charges most of its student residents for room and board
for an academic year.
For a student who has no dependents and does not live with
his or her parent(s) or in institutionally owned or operated
housing, a standard allowance determined by the institution for
room and board for an academic year. (see Appendix II, pp. 11-15)
For single student a who 1 j ye on campus or who 1 iye Off campus but

not with the! r parents.

SWFA uses the rDom and bDard rates fDr DOUBLE

Dccupancy of residence hall rDDms and the standard food contracts fDr 20
meals per week.

(Appendix I, p. 2)

to a one-bedroom apartment.

SWFA assumes two single students

SWFA also assumes that all other expenses

are shared by two single students. (Appendix I, p. 2-3)

The people in

the SIU-C housing office do nDt recommend that an older student share a
room with a younger student.
room alone,

he/she

must

However,

pay extra

but

when the older student gets a
the SWFA will

not make any

adjustment in their budget.
Some non-traditional students have difficulty in finding a roommate
tD share expenses with.

AlsD, some Df the non-traditional students are

long-time residents of this area and are settled in their homes.
commute

to SIU-C.

They do

not

have

roommates,

but

there

They
are

nD

adjustments made in their budgets for living alone.
When independent self-suppDrting single students live in Dne of the
residence halls Dr in University-approved housing, they must have some
-6

place to stay during holidays, breaks, etc.

In some of the University

approved housing, students must pay and extra $15 per day i f they stay
in their rooms during holidays,

spring break,

etc.

On some of these

days,

the kitchens are closed so meals are not provided.

must

manage

and

pay

for

their

own

meals

during

this

The students
time.

These

expenses are above the regular fees charged for room and board, but no
extra

is allowed in the

University-approved

budgets to cover these additional

housing

closes

periods as does University-housing.
during all three semesters,

down

at

approximately

expenses.
the

same

Even if a student attends school

that is only 40 weeks per year.

There is

still 12 weeks that these students do not attend school and they must
have a place to live but nothing is allowed in the budgets for this.
One non-traditional student who I i ved in Uni versi ty owned housing
(Elizabeth Street)

was allowed less for

University was charging her.

rent

in her budget than the

She was told that she was considered to

be living "off-campus" even though she explained repeatedly that she was
living in University housing.

After she paid her rent,

wi th about $60 per month to buy groceries.

she was left

She told SWFA that she

could not make it unless her budget was adjusted so she would receive
the same amount in financial aid that she was paying in rent to the
University.

She did not receive this adjustment.

She is not here this

semester.
For a student who has dependents, an allowance determined
by the institution for room and board for an academic year based
upon expenses incurred by the student and his or her dependent (s).
(2) For purposes of this section, a spouse is considered a
dependent. (Appendix II, pp. 11-15)
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Married students/single parents.
come up with adequate,
parent students.
give a

SWFA asserts they have attempted to

but realistic budgets for married and single

They note that, as much as possible, they've tried to

married couple roughly the equivalent amounts as two single

students living together. They say that a single parent with one child
has the same budget as a married couple.

They feel that even though

food and personal costs may be less for a child than a second adult, the
family must have a 2- bedroom apartment and have other costs which
balance out the food saVings.

They admit that when dependent children

are added to the household, the average budget that they have developed
may no longer profile the family situations of many students.

However,

they say they feel that the total budgets are adequate in most cases
(AppendiX I,

p. 5).

The additional food expense for the children are

based on a child 6-8 years of age (AppendiX I, p. 6).
SWFA does not substantiate their statement that the budgets are
adequate in most cases.

There is no concept of teen-age children who

would maybe require a family to have another bedroom or who usually eats
two or three times as much as a 6-8 year old.
Miscellaneous and Persona] Expenses

A reasonable allowance determined by the institution
for miscellaneous personal expenses for an academic year.
(see AppendiX II, pp. 11-15»
All

s1 ngle students.

SWFA notes that the range listed in their

student surveys was from $20 to $300 per month, with an average of $65
per month for all Single students.

SWFA stated that·they felt these
-8

rough,

qUick estimates were probably lower than actual costs,

and were

low in comparison to their budget component at similar schools.
have 2 different sections
Miscellaneous Expense.

They

in the Student Budget titled Personal and

In one of these sections,

$15 per semester for medical and dental costs.

they say they added
In the other section,

they say they added $10 per semester for medical and dental costs.
reali ty,

they

added $10 per semester for medical costs and $10 per

semester for dental costs.
allowed

for

ALL

In

single

As can be seen below,

students--whether

they are

the same amount is
independent

self

supporting students who 1 i ve alone or dependent students who I i ve with
their parents.
includes:

A breakdown of the monthly budget for personal expenses

(Appendix I, p. 3-4)

monthly cpsts
Laundry--$2 per week
8
Recreation--$15 per week
60
Clothing
25
Misc. including toiletries, haircuts, etc.
l
100

x

Total expenses
Married Stydents/single parents.

9 = 900
-±2..Q. med/dental
920

SWFA indicates that they use the

same breakdown of personal expenses as they used for single students,
with

increments

for

each

students with dependents,
including

insurance,

additional

dependent

an allowance for

is also

made.

in

the

family.

For

medical and dental costs,

They i ncl uded $30 each f or the

student and spouse, $265 for the year for SIU health insurance, and $80
apiece for each dependent.

Appendix I, p. 7)
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/,

-

--

.i:.

----_.. 1986-87

BUDGETS FOR PERSONAL AND KISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
1I0NTHLY CHARGES

SS/LWP

~is

M+O/SP+l

1I+1/SP+2

8

8

15

20

20

20

RECREATION

60

60

100

120

140

160

CLOTHING

25

25

50

70

90

105

lIISC., INCLUDING
TOILETRIES,
HAIRCUTS, ETC.

7

7

0

0

0

0

100

100

165

210

ITEMS
LAUNDRY

TOTAL

K+21SP+3

250 -

K+3/SP+4

290

SS/LWP SINGLE DEPENDENT STUDENTS WHO LIVE WITH THEIR PARENTS
SIS

SINGLE INDEPENDENT SELF_SUPPORTING STUDENT

1I+0/SP+l

MARRIED COUPLE. OR SINGLE PARENT WITH ONE CHILD

1I+1/SP+2

MARRIED COUPLE WITH ONE CHILD OR SINGLE PARENT WITH TWO CHILDREN

""

·1I+2/SP+3

MARRIED COUPLE WITH TWO CHILDREN OR SINGLE PARENT WITH THREE
CHILDREN
.

1I+3/SP+4

MARRIED COUPLE WITH THREE CHILDREN OR SINGLE PARENT WITH FOUR
CHILDREN

-Ie 

There is no allowance for the miscellaneous category which includes
toiletries,

haircuts,

etc.

for the married students or single parents

even though the needs in these area would seem to be even greater for
families.

The clothing allowance for the single self-supporting student

and for the students with children seems

extremely low when compared to

the clothing allowance for the single dependent students.
Transportation

A reasonable allowance determined by the institution
for transportation for an academic year. This allowance may
include:
(A) The cost of travel between the students's residence and the
institution and;
(B) The cost of travel required for completion of a course of
study. (see AppendiX II, pp. 11-15»
Single students who do not live with their parents.

SWFA says the most

expensive bus ride to a location within the state would be to Rockford.
They say that generally,

they use a round-trip ticket price to the

Chicago area to determine the transportation cost. However, the Student
Transit Service has a regular round-trip ticket which is cheaper.

SWFA

points out that they allow for 5-6 round trips home for the 9 month
period:
1) to campus in fall - home in May
2) Thanksgiving
3) Christmas
4) Spring Break
5) one additional trip
-11

SWFA

notes

that

students

who

are

adjustments made in their budgets,

nonresidents of

Illinois may

with documentation,

have

if their lowest

priced round trip home X 3 exceeds their budget. (Appendix I, p. 4)
Single students .!ho I j ve with
students

living

transportation

with

their

allowance

thei r

parents

than

parents.
who

other

SWFA said that single

commute

single

receive

students.

average daily trip of 30 miles per day X .20/mile
rate)

X 5 days a

a
SWFA

different
used

(SIU reimbursement

week X 4 weeks X 9 month= transportation allowance.

SWFA notes that students who commute more than 30 miles per day,
days a
budgets,

week
with

those listed.

for

an

both semesters,

documentation

that

may have
their

adj ustments made

actual

costs are

five

in their

higher

than

(Appendix I, p. 5)

All single students no matter what their age or dependency status
are assumed by SWFA to actually be

living somewhere else within the

state and only coming here to attend school.

All single students are

assumed to be going home to their parents, etc.
There is no concept of

single independent students who live off

campus. or who commute from their homes in neighboring communities each
day.

According to Joe Camille, these students could drive 100 miles per

day but they would still receive the allowance
they

do

not

live

with

their

parent

(Personal

for bus tickets because
communication,

March,

1987).
One student who 1 i ved about 65 miles from Carbondale tried to get
the transportation allowance for a commuter.
-12

She is

26-year-old,

single and self-supporting.

She is eKtremely intelligent and has a

burning desire to get a college education.
junior college in her community.

She used to attend the

She hitch-hiked about 40 miles per day

when she couldn't afford to pay someone for a ride.
sun, rain, snow and sleet.

She did this in the

She made almost straight" A's".

Finally,

she decided to join the National Guard so she would be able to go to
school after she got out without her previous hardships.
She registered last fall SIU-C.

She said she was receiving $98 per

month at first and was to start getting about $140-$150 more in a month
or two.

She also got some help with her educational expenses.

She

tried to get a Guaranteed Student Loan to help pay her expenses.

She

was told she was not eligible for a GSL because they counted her last
year's income.

She eKplained that she did not receive that much now.

She was told that since she did not live with her parents, she could not
be considered a commuter.

She couldn't afford to move.

She could not

afford to pay someone for a ride even if one had been available.

So she

hitch-hiked 120-125 miles round trip .per day in order to attend SIU-C.
After a long hassle, she finally got a small GSL but it was too little
too late. She finally had to quit when the weather became unbearable for
hitch-hiking.

She did not finish last semester and she is not here this

semester.
If the students are living with their parents, even if they live in
Carbondale and walk to school every day,

they are still considered

commuters simply because they live with their parents and receive this
-13

extra

allowance.

(Joe

Camille,

Personal

communication,

March,

1987)

(Compare this with the ,non-traditional student who wanted her education
so desperately that she hitch-hiked 120-125 miles per day and still was
not considered a commuter because she did not live with her parents.)
Married Students/Si ngle parents.

S\lFA indicates that for the married

student with no children or a single parent with with one child,
used roughly twice

the transportation allowance of a

they

single student,

with $100 added for each additional dependent. (Appendix I, p. 7)
This means roughly

twice the

transportation allowance for single

students who do not live with their parents.

This is money for bus

tickets for 5-6 round trips to their "real" home. There is no concept of
the students who live with their families in this area and commute.
Even i f these students live "on-campus" in Evergreen Terrace or Southern
Hills, they still must commute several miles.
The married students and single parents are not considered to be
Only students who live with their parents are commuters,

commuters.

according to the SWFA.
ironic at times.

p.

5)

This SWFA gUideline becomes

Sometimes the non-traditional student has a child who

is also a student.
together

(AppendiX I,

each day

These two students may travel to and from school
in the

same

vehicle.

The

child/student

will

be

considered a commuter because he/she lives with their parent(s) and will
receive

the

transportation allowance for commuters.

SWFA will

assume

that the child/student will drive at least 30 miles per day from their
parent's home.

The parent/student will not be considered a commuter

-14

because the parent/student does not live with his/her parent<s) and will
recei ve money for bus tickets for 5-6 round-tri ps to their real home.
S\/FA will NOT assum" that the parent/student wi 11
miles per day frow their own

dri ve at 1past 30

home.

Child care
A reasonable allowance determined by the institution
for expenses for an academic year related to child care
for a student's dependent children. (Appendix II, pp. 11-15)
S\/FA does not have an allowance for child care.

Non-traditional

students who have children have to st,etch their already meager bUdget
to include child-care.
One such student was dri ving 75-80 miles per day to school.
attended school 5 days a week.
children.

She

She was a single mother wi th

Even though she drove 75-80 mi les per day,

2

she was not

considered a commuter since she did not live with her parents so she was
not allowed mileage in her budget.
child care in her budget.

She did not receive an allowance for

Both of these were actual expenses that had

to be paid by her but they were not allowed in her budget.
Also, she received food stamps.

When she received her Pell Grant,

her food stamps were cut because her Pell Grant was counted as income.
The Higher Education Act of 1986, Section 489B says that money received
under Title IV that is to be used for certain educational items can not
be

counted

as

income

or

resources

in

determining

eligibility

for

assistance under other programs funded in whole or in part with federal
funds.

(AppendiX IV)

However, the S\/FA has steadfastly refused to make
-15

this information available to the students who are affected by it (Joe
Camille; Pam Brittan, Personal communication, Spring 1987).
Due to the policies by SWFA at SlUe,

this student

who won the

highest award available at her junior college and desperately wants an
education is not getting reimbursed for actual expenses incurred, i.e.,
transportation expenses and baby-sitting, and she continues to get her
food stamps cut.

After her food stamps are cut, she gets about $75 for

her and her two children.
house."

She said,

"\Ie eat a lot of rice at our

She says she cuts corners to pay for her actual transportation

expenses and baby-sitting expenses.

She admits, "Sometimes I run out of

corners.
Documentation of figures

An institution shall prepare and retain
a written explanation of the cost of attendance figures
established under this section. (Appendix II, pp. 11-15)
In

the

1986-87

S\lFA

budget,

receiving the extra $540 for lunch

the

final

determining

factor

for

money was "living with your parents"

not on actual or projected expenses.
In the 1986-87 and the 1987-88 budgets, the final determining factor
to be

considered a

transportation

commuter was

allowance

for

"living with your

commuting

is

not

based

parents."
on

actual

The
or

Even if single students who do not

projected transportation expenses.

live with their parents drive 100 miles per day,
considered commuters and eligible to

they would not be

receive the extra transportation

allowance (Joe Camille, Personal communication, March, 1987).
-16

The

non-traditional students· are usually the students who do not

live with their parents.

This may be a matter of choice at times or it

may not be within their power to do so.
homes or may even be dead.
considered commuters and

Their parents may be in nursing

Whatever the reason,

reimbursed

for

their

they cannot be

actual

transportation

expenses incurred in getting an education because they do not live with
their parents (Joe Camille, Personal Communication, March, 1987).
I was told in March 1987 by Joe Camille that I was not eligible for
$1280

($540

Personal

and

Miscellaneous and

$740

in Transportation)

financial aid for the 1986-87 school year simply because I did not live
wi th my parents.

I felt this was rather ironic because both of my

parents have been dead since 1971.
The problems non-traditional students have are not just connected
wi th the survey/report.

Some of these problems include resistance to

change, policy, misinformation, etc.

Mr. Camille said in the Sept. 3,

87 edition of The Daily Egyptian that he "was not aware"

that the

financial aid officers had discretion to use their own judgment relative
to a student's independent status.
which

I

suggested that llr.

1 wrote a letter to the editor in

Camille consult a multitude of sources. 3

These all concern the discretion of the financial aid administrator.
When llr. Camille does not use his discretion in some cases, it is the
students who suffer.
IMPACT ON SOllE STUDENTS
The following cases studies reflect the impact of SWFA policies on
-17

the material, emotional, and the intellectual well being of students.

I

collected these accounts during the course of my researach.
Case I. One student, about 22, had been self-supporting for the past two
years and could prove it.
years.

She has not lived at home during the past two

She gave the necessary documentation to the S\TFA.

for financial aid.

She applied

When she went back to check on i t after several

months, she was told that her file had been misplaced and had not been
sent in.

She had applied in April 1987.

the end of September,

1987.

When I talked to her, it was

SWFA told her that she would not be

eligible for the Pell Grant anyway because of her father's income.
explained that she was filing as an independent student.
again that her dad made too much money.

She

They told her

She explained again about

filing as an independent student and wanted to know if she could apply
for a Guaranteed Student Loan.

They said they would have to file her

papers and wait and see i f she was eligible for the Pell Grant before
she could apply for a GSL.

This student said she only had 22¢ but that

she would try to hang on, get them to declare her an independent student
and, maybe she would get some money.
Case 2. This student had attended school in 1984-85, but had to drop out
in 1985-86.

She said it was due to lack of financial aid.

again trying to finish her education.
independent student.

She was back

She wanted to be declared an

She had not been claimed on anyone's income tax

since her step-dad had claimed her in 1984.
Mom's income tax forms for 1985 and 1986.
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She said she gave them her

She filled out all kinds of

special

needs

getanything.

forms,

but

S\/FA kept

telling

her

that

she

couldn't

They still considered her a dependent student because she

was under 24 years old.

They told her she was expected to contri bute

her entire salary for the past summer to her education.

She said they

also expected her to contribute what she earned during the school year.
She explained that she had used her salary to live on.

She said she

guessed she would have to drop out again.
Case 3. A 32-year-old man from Texas had been living with his mother for
the past two years because she was seriously ill and needed him.
could not live alone and her recovery period was slow.
recovered, he left Texas' and came to SIU-C.

check

the past two years,

was figured in his expected family contribution.

as best he could.

he

His mother's social security

explained that she needed that money to live on.

his car.

When she was

He said S\/FA told him that

since he had been living with his mother for
would be counted as a dependent student.

She

He said he

He stretched his money

He slept with friends for awhile.

Then he slept in

He said near the end of the semester that he couldn't make it

much longer.
Sometimes,

the

student's

problems

may

simply

be

a

problem with

policy or misinformation.
Case 4
summer.

A graduate student applied

for

his GSL at

the

He waited several weeks and when he did not hear anything he

went back to the SWFA.

His paperwork was still in his file.

told him that he had to take it to the bank.
take it.

the start of

He made a special trip to

It was the 8th week of school before he got it.
-I q

Then they

He had pre

registered, but because he did not get the loan in time to pay what he
owed, he was canceled.

He had to re-register.

When his check came to

the bursar's office, he had to write them a check, with penalities added
before he could get his GSL check.

He says he is working now because he

is "sick and tired of the hassle >lith financial aid."

He noted that i t

will take about 2 years longer to get his doctorate.

He said that he

felt that "S\lFA has such an unrealistic concept of the expenses of the
older student."
~~;''P;P. ~h

I W::1~ de:::rde:J

B

CSL my fir-st

"hOld the WT-;:mg form on flle."
personal loan.

seJuesteT",

SU:Illm2r·

I went to my local

199~~

~C:fH.i=;Ct 1

bank and got a

I was told in Feb. 198.7 that I could have gotten a loan

i f only my team leader had "sent in a form."

I asked if I could get i t

then and payoff the personal loan so I wouldn't have to make payments
now or pay as much interest.

She said that was not possible since the

time period had passed for that loan.
the loan because of an S\lFA error.

I explained that I had not gotten

She said that did not matter.

I was denied a GSL my third semester because of another error by
SWFA.

I contested their decision.

my car insurance.
education.
it

was

I was told that car insurance is not necessary for an

I explained that you couldn't get your car on campus unless

insured.

education.

I explained that I needed a loan for

I

was

told

that

a car

is not

necessary for

an

I asked if I could get a loan to pay taxes on my house.

I

was informed that paying taxes on my house was not necessary fm-- my
educatlon.

I explained that if you did not pay your taxes in the four
-20

years it took to get a Bachelor's degree, your house would be sold for
taxes.

She said owning your home was not necessary for an education.

persisted

I

and finally received part of what I had asked for.
CONCLUSION

SWFA seem to operate for the benefit of the traditional students.
The non-traditional students seem to be discriminated against in all
areas: room and board; personal and miscellaneous; transportation; and
policies and procedures.

Their actual expenses are ignored and they are

told they cannot be reimbursed for these expenses simply because they do
not

live

concerning

with. their

parents.

non-traditional

The

SIU-C

students

do

not

financial
seem

consideration the special needs of these students.

aid
to

policies

take

into

In fact, the SWFA

policies seemed designed to discourage the non-traditional student.
If SIU-C wants non-traditional students in attendance, the needs of
these students must be addressed.

They need to do a survey following

the guidelines suggested by the NASFAA.

The budgets should be set up by

the guidelines listed in the Code of Federal Regulation.
must

reflect

the

actual

expenses

these

students face such as car insurance,

independent

car upkeep,

These budgets
self-supporting

taxes,

etc.

The

categories used by the SWFA should be the same as the categories used in
the Code of Federal Regulations and the Fiscal Operations Report and
Application to Participate in the Perkins Loan, Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant and College Work Study.
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EPILOGUE
The outlook for 1988-89 does not appear any better for the non
traditional student at SIU-C.
The student budget survey taken in Nov. 1987 to aid in compiling the
1988-89 budgets was a random sample of the entire student body.
(Appendix V)

survey was sent to approximately 1,258 students.
were 446 students who returned the surveys.

A

There

Sixty-eight of these were

graduate students and 125 lived in residence halls.
According

to

Mr.

Camille's

discussion

at

the

Graduate

and

Professional Students meeting on Feb. 11, 1987, there was no attempt to
get

representative

~amples

from different groups of the student body to

develop separate expense budgets for those groups of students who face
However, Mr. Camille gave me a breakdown of

similar types expenditures.
the

age

and

marital

surveys. (Appendix VI)
1> Age

status

of

the

446

students

returned

the

They are:
Category
17 years or younger
18 through 23
24 through 29
30 through 35
over 35
Total

R
1

322
74
23
...2L
446
2) Marital Status

who

Category
single, never married
married
divorced
widowed
separated
'Total

R
366
62
13
2

---.L
446

I do not feel that an average of the expenses turned in by these
students could be used as a fair measure of the needs and expenses of

~22 ,.I

the non-traditional students, especially for the single independent
students and the single parents for there are only 18 divorced, widowed
or separated students in the survey.

When their expenses are averaged

in wi th the 366 single students,

I argue that

inadequate for the independent students.

the average will

be

I examined the 1988-89 budgets

and found them to be unrealistic in lieu of today's prices.
According to the housing office, the students who live in residence
halls

this

summer

will

receive

communication, May 9, 1988)
per month.

However,

$395

for

their

meals.

<Personal

School lasts two month so that is $197.50

in the 1988-89 bUdget the students who live 'off

campus will only receive $132.91 per month for their meals, almost $65 a
month less than the other students.

Even at $2 a meal, which is what

the residence hall students are allowed for their Sunday meal in the
1988-89 budget, this is only about 2 meals per day for these off-campus
students.

The

unrealistic.
1986-87 budget.

allowance

for

food

is

not

the

only

item

that

I have a breakdown of the items that were listed in the
I will compare them with the same items in the 1988-89

budget.

ITEMS

is

1986-87

1988-89

135.00
Rent
60.00
Utili ties
115.00
Food
15.00
Phone
60.00
Entertainment
33.00
Clothing, laundry
10.00
Household supplies
7.00
Misc. toiletries, haircuts.
2.22
Medical expenses
18,32
Deposits/start-up expense
455.54

179.01
56.16
132.91
24.48
29.49
23.24
16.91
.00
8.53
~

470.73

-2J

difference
+44.01
-3.84
+17.91
+9.48
-30.51
-9.76
+6.91
-7.00
+6.31
-18.32
15.20

The actual living expenses are only $15.20 higher in 1988-89 student
budget than they were in the 1986-87 student budget.
for utilities has been cut.
Carbondale for the
The

The amount allowed

I checked with the utility companies in

base rate for water, gas, electricity and telephone.

costs just for the utilities to be on is about $50 per month.

does not count any usage.

That

The entertainment allowance has been cut in

half.

The amount allowed for clothing and laundry is almost $10.00

less.

This amount of $23.24 will just about cover 3-4 loads of clothes

per week done at the laundromat.

That leaves nothing for buying clothes

This same amount for laundry is allowed for the students living at home
who have access to the family laundry facilities as well as to the
students who have to go to the laundromat.

There is nothing allowed in

the 1988-89 bUdget for deposits or start-up expenses.
In 1986-87 and 1987-88 SWFA budgets, the only recognized commuters
were students living with their parents.

In 1986-87, these commuters

were allowed $120 per month for transportation.
allowed $144 per month tranportation.
the same transportation allowance.

In 1987-88, they were

In 1988-89 all students receive
It is $50.40 per month.

That is

only about one-third of what commuters were allowed last year.
allowance for car insurance is $24.71 per month.
year for car insurance.

The

That is only $297 per

Even i f the transportation allowance and car

insurance allowance are added together, that sum is still less than what
the students who lived with their parents have received just for their
transportation.

-2'i

The financial aid outlook is bleak for the non-traditional student
at SJU-C.

SJU-C may have a public policy of encouraging the non

traditional students, but they have a long way to go to make their SWFA
policies, procedures, etc. match their public policy.

-2) 

I

The Federal Register/ Vol. 51. No. l89/Tuesday, Sept. 30, 1986/

Notices, p. 34923, pUblication of the 1986-87 Award Zero Student Aid
Index charts;
The Federal
Notices,

pp.

Register/

Vol.

35868-35869,

52,

No.

184/

Wednesday,

Sept.

23,

1987/

publication of the 1987-88 Award Year Zero

Student Aid Index Charts;
Federal Register/ Vol. 52,

No.

1631 Monday, August 24, 1987/ Notices,

pp. 31888-31889, publication of the Revision of the Need Analysis System
for the 1988-89 Academic Year;
list

dependent

students,

independent

students

independent students without dependents.

with

dependents,

and

(Appendix II, pp.1-4)

2 The Fiscal-Operations Report and Application to Participate (FISAP) in

the

National

Direct

Student

Loan

(NDSL),

Supplemental

Educational

Opportunity Grants (SEOGJ and the College-Work (CWS) Programs for the
Award Year July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988 that is submitted
SWFA

office

categories.

has

students

divided

into

dependent

and

by the

independent

The Program Summary which shows income distribution of

program recipients has

the

dependent

undergraduates and

undergraduates separated (Appendix II,pp.7-10).

independent

3

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) VI (7-1-86 edition) section 676.13

(g)

(I),

(2);

1986-87 Verification Guide page 11-6; Family Contribution Formula 1986
87, page iii;
Legislative History of Public Law 98-498, page 2626;
Higher Education Amendment Act of 1986,

P.L.

98-498,

Oct.

17,

1987,

Section 479A;
Higher Education Technical Amendment Act of 1987, P. L. 100-50, June 3,
1987, Section 479A; (Appendix IV)
Counselor's Handbook 1987-88--Federal Student Aid Reference--, page 2-6;
Federal Student Financial Aid Handbook 1987-88, Chapter nine, page 9-17.
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Our deep appreciation to the Evergeen Terrace Resident's Council. True
Value Hardware at Murdale. Dents and Bents. Sherwin Willia~s. and Rev. Paul
Hicks of Carterville from the Murdale Baptist Church for their. great support ..
;amie Kahn. Graduate Assistant
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! ! NEWSLETTER

TITLE CONTEST I !

Name the Non-Traditional Student Services Newsletter
Prize: S10.00 Gift Certificate - SIUC Book Store
Entries must be received by November 25. 1987 in the Non-Traditional
Student Services Office - Woody Hall B-247 .
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Profile of Non-Traditional Students
Fali. 1987
Non-Trads: 27.3~ of the total on-campus enrollment (graduate and
undergraduate.
Undergraduate Students:
Non-Trads ~ 21.9~ at undergraduates on campus
Women Non-Trads ~ 39.1~ of undergraduate Non-Trads
Men Non-Trads ~ 60.9~ of undergraduate.Non-Trads
24.0~ of undergraduate Non-Trads are part-time students
10.2~ of Non-Trads are freshman
13.4~ of Non-Trads are sophomores
20.3~ of Non-Trads are juniors
55.7~ of Non-Trads are seniors
32.3~ of undergraduate Non-Trads are married
~ Non-Trads Entering Fall, 1987

Transferred from Illinois Community Colleges
transferred from Illinois Four Year Colleges
Transferred from Out-of-State Colleges

·10.0~
7.6~
16.7~

Graduate Students:
Non-Traditional on Campus Enrollment ~ 53.3~

I

(Women-50.1~, Men-49.9~)

Non-Trad Grad I-(Masters)
Non-Trad Grad II-(PhD.)

45.3~
75.2~

Def initions:
Undergraduate Non-Traditional Students are defined as persons 24 or
older. or under 24 and n2S single. Graduate students are defined as persons
who are 30 or older. Data is fro. week two eorollments and were provided by
Cheyrl Farabaugh. Institutional Research and Studies.
Thanks Cheryll
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Developing Rapoort
7here are two distinct types ar rapport: ~ood and poor rapport. Poor
rapport can be as simple as a lack'ot communication or as bad as a student
.alkinq into an ott ice tor service and the statt ~lde9. Other signs 3re:

doors begin closing before the student gets to the office. the person the
st~dent ~a9 been geeln~ has not be~n 1n (or the last twelve ti~~9. dnd an
"Out to lunch" siin appears at the. desk that the student is ioini to. and it
/~;J
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Student Budget's, 1986-87 .
,"
,Southern Illinois University-Carbondale,
Student Work and Financial Assistance

'

j

\

-

flppendiX.

\

Introduction

"

The student expense budgets used by the Office of Student Work and Financial
Jeen updated every year, but have not undergone an extensive

Assistance have'

examination for several years.

In the fall of 1985, we undertook such research

to determine whether or not the budgets we have been using' are realistic and
correspond to the actual expenses of students.

•
this

The following steps were taken in

research effort:
_~athering

student budgets, used by comparable schools in Illinois:

Eastern

Illinois University, Illinois State University, University of Illinois,
and Western Illinois University.

All are non-urban schools with over

lapping populations with SIU, to some extent.
2)

,Surveying Carbondale rental costs--We<obtained a handout used by the SIU
Office of Off-Campus Housing to call managers and landlords for student
apartments near to the campus.

Most managers at the time of calling

(October 1985) did not antic:lpate increases for next year.

We did not

use Murphysboro or other outlying areas to set our costs because 1)

most

students try to live close to campus, and 2) any savings students might

\

accrue due to lower rents would be offset by increases in transportation
costs.

We also did not use the rental rates for mobile homes because the

higher utility costs would most likely offset any lower rental rates.
3)

Researching food costs~We gathered Bureau of La&or Statistics information
from the SIU library on Consumer Price Indexes, and, particularly,
current food costs for individuals and families'of various sizes.

4)

Conducting im informal surve:: of SIU student expenses--We handed out
simple student expense
In

ad~ition,

~urveys

to student workers in the SWFA Office.

we gathered over 30 surveys from students in the Student

Center in Novem&er to get' a more representative sample.

The total

number of surveys used was 36--45 single; 11 single parents or married
students.

Tuition and Fees
From Larry'\Juhlin in the Office of
November 19,

1985~ Exp~~t

th~

Vice President for Student Affairs, on

s 6% increase in tuition--from $505/semester to $535/sem.

(rounded), or $1070\per year.

Fee changes exp~cted will be an increase of $lO/sem.

in the student health fee, a decrease in the Student Center fee by $3.25/semester,

')
/

,

I

!
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,I
but an increase in the Student Activity Fee by $3.25/semester--from $260.20/sem.
to $270.20 or $540 for 9 months.
The total expected tuition and fees for 9 months are $1608.

Out-of-state

residents will pay $3744 for 2 semesters.
Books & Supplies
Naomi Pathel of the University Bookstore (536-3321) on 10/22/85 did not expect
a

·~reat

increase in prices for next year.

Generally, she estimates expenses at

$100-120/semester.
Randy.Johnson at the 710 Bookstore (549-7304) said that the average price of

'. textbooks have gone up 3% over last year; the Big 10 publishers are expecting a
10-15% increase.

He estimates costs· at $120-150 for the fall semester, a little

less for spring term.
In our student survey, students estimated their pet semester book and supply
costs to range from $100-250, with an average of $161 per student/per semester.
All of these figures indicate that the budget amount used for 19S5-86 ($350 for
9 months) should be more than adequate for most students.

Individual students can

ask for adjustments based on actual costs and documentation of their expenses if
they are higher than our budgets.

See the section on adjustments at the end of this

narrative.
Living Costs--Single Students
-','

Room and Board--On Campus
SWFA uses the room and board rates for double occupancy of residence hall
rooms and the standard food contract for 20 meals per week
meals).

r~xcluding

Sunday evening

The increase in rates for 1986-37 is 4%, raising the rate from $1236/semester

at present to $1284/semester.
$1284 x 2 + $12 CHAF fee

The total room and board charges for 9 months is

= $2580 .

.Room and Board--Off Campus
Room:

SWFA assumes two single students to a one-bedroom apartment.

Costs were

calculated using rates obtained for "typical" student apartments near 'he campus.
$135
60
IS
210 x

Base rate per person, per month for 1 b.r./2 persons
Electricity, water
Telephone
9 = $1890

Utility rates vary widely from unit to unit, according to most landlords spoken to.
We were generally quoted $50-100 per unit; some included water, some didn't.
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Telephone:

Base rate inside Carbondale
$14.61
+ monthly phone rental-rotary dial 2.25
$16.86/mo. /2

= $9

per person

Our campus cost survey showed average rent, utilities and phone costs of $2ln/
person per
Board:

month.
To calculate food costs, we used the April 1985 Bureau of Labor

Statistics Cost of Food At Home chart for males, ages 20-50, which showed
$98.70/mo. + 10% (2 person household) = $108.57 x .05 inflation rate for the 16
months to September 1986 of 1.066 = $115. 74/mo.

We added another $10 ,per month ,:'

for paper products, cleaning supplies, miscellaneous household items purchased at
the grocery store:
Totals:

$115 + 10

= $125/mo.

x 9

= $1125.

$1890 Room
1125 Boar;!
3015

165 Start up costs
$3180

'

An additional $165 per year.. was added to room and board for off-campus students
to cover the adiditional start-up costs associated with setting up,an apartment
each year.

This would include deposits for water, electricity and telephone as

well as extra trips to the grocery and discoundt stores for pots & pans, linens, etc.
The room and board rate used for off-campus single students for 1985-86 was
$3158.

Our research indicated that this figure is probably a'bit high, but we

were reluctant to lower the total budget for. one category a great deal because it
could cause undue hardship on some students.
Room and Board for Single Students Living with Parents'

~ .. _~;..-:.-.-.

T_his b,'dg-'Ct item is

.m~l)dated

Le., ,$1100, for 9 months.

for us by the U. S. Department of Education:

This is assumed to be the equivalent of the SMA allow

ance for a dependent student who is taken out of the household

S~lA

allowance

for 9 months living away from home whild going to school.
Personal, Miscellaneous Expenses
The range listed on oru student survey was from $20-300 per month for this
area, with an average of $65/month for all single students.

We felt, however,

that these rough, quick estimates were probably lower than actual costs, and
were low in comparison to this budget component at similar schools.

The following

is a rough breakdown of how we'buile,our monthly budgets for personal expenses.
that we

~lso

added

Sl~

Note

per semester for medical and dental costs--this had not

previous Iv been included ,til bur budget, but it wa" 1ndicated on our survey as a real
expense for many students.
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Personal,

Mis~ellaneous

Expenses

The range listed on our student survey was from $20 to $300 per month
for personal and miscellaneous expenses, with an average.of $65/month for all
single students.

We felt, however, that these estimates. were probably lower

than actual costs, ·and were low in comparison to this budget component at simi
lar schools.

The following is·a rough breakdown of how we

budgets. for personal expenses.

~~ilt

our monthly

Note that we also added $10 per semester for·

medical and dental costs - this had not previously been included, but was in
dicated on our survey as a real expense for many students.
Monthly Costs
Laundry ~$i/week·
Recreation - $15/week
includes movies, extra food, (Sun. meal)
drinks, concerts, sports
Clothing..--.
Misc. including toiletries, haircuts, etc.

8

60
25
7

100 X 9 = 900
+. 20
Total Personal Expenses
\;oJ·

.920

Med/Dental
Rounded for
administrative ease

·-For cODDl\uting students living with parents, we used the $920 base and

add~d. %O/month for food costs while at ·school.

---.

-

15 wk. X4

= 60

X 9 .~. 54(}

+ 920·
1460

We assumed that the costs students listed for telephone calls would replace the
laundry charges for other single students. TRANSPORTATION
For single students living on or off-campus but not with their-parents,
we used the same budget· figure as for 1985-86 - $340.
The most expensive bus ride to a location within the state would be $78.10
to Rockford.

Generally, we use· a round-trip ticket price to the Chicago area

to determine our transportation cost, which is $61.30 on the regular bus.

How

ever, the Student Transit Service has a regular round-trip ticket for $47.75

p~ ·trip ..

$340 'allows for 5-6 round trips home for the 9 month period:

1) to campus in fall - home in May
2) Thanksgiving
3) Christmas
4) Spring break
5) one additional trip
Students who are nonresidents of Illinois may have adjustments made in
their budgets, with documentation, if their lowest-priced round trip home X 3
exceeds our

bud~t.

\

\
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Commuters
who commute receive a

Single students living with their parents

different transportation allowance than, other single students.
average daily trip of 30 miles per dav

X .20/mile

We used an

(SIU reimbursement rate) X

5 days a week X 4 weeks X 9 monthlli. ="SJ.OSO
Students who commute more than 30 miles per day, five days a week for
both semesters, may have adjustments made in their budgets, with documentation

.~

-.

that their actual costs are higher than those listed.
Living Costs 
Married Students/Single Parents
We have attempted to come up with adequate, but realistic budgets for
married and single parent students.
As much as possible, we've tried to give
,
a married couple roughly the equivalent amounts as two single students living
·together.

~

A single parent with one child has the same

bud~et

as a married couple.

Even though food and personal costs may be less for a child than a second
e,

audlt l that family must have a 2 bedroom apartment and have other costs
which balance out the food savings.
When dependent children are added to the household, the average bud$ets
that we. have developed may no longer profile the family....

..

N

$ituations of many students; however, we feel that the total budgets are
adequate in most cases.

In situations where the individual student's expenses

exceed. our budget (e.g. where child care costs are high), we may use our
adjusted budget for work or GSL purposes.
the end of ,this narrative for specifics.
Married + 3/single parent + 4

~

.'

See the section on adjustments at

Room and Board

!22!!! -

~

-campus
Married, no dependents/single parent with one child:

of a one-bedroom apartment in Southern Hills:

We used the cost

$252 X 9 = $2268 for 9 months.

Married, 1-2 dependents/single parent, 2-3 dependents: _We used the cost of
a two-bedroom apartment in Evergreen Terrace-because there are more units in
those buildings:

292 X 9 = $2628.

Married, 3 dependents +/ -Single parent, 4 + dependents:
room apartment- in Evergreen Terrance:

We used a three bed

316 X 9 = $3114.

In addition to the-basic room charges, we allowed for telephone charges
of $30 per month (double the allowance for single student), or $270 for 9 months.
~ -

0

if campus

Married +O/sing1e parent +1:

We used the cost of a one-bedroom apartment

with utilities of $320/month X 9 = $2770 for 9 months-+ telephone $30/month.
Married + 1-2/sing1e parent + 2-3:

We used the cost of a two-bedroom apartment

of $360/month X 9 = $3240 + telephone $30/month.
Married + 3/sing1e parent + 4:

We used the cost of a three bedroom apartment

of $390/month X 9 = $3510 plus telephone $30/month.

"-

-.~-.-""

.. _'-----. ------

Student Budgets--p. 6
Board
For all categories, we us~d the BLS Cost of Food at home figures, adjusted
for the size of the family and projected inflation, and added $15/month for
additional household groceries.

Married + O/single parent + 1
7

98.70 males 

86.80 females 7,
185.40 X 10% X 1.066 = 217.40
220 X 9 = 1980 + (15 X 9)135 = 2115
Married'+ l/single parent + 2
2115 married couple
+ 720 1 child 6-8 years $75 X 1.06

,-

C·

2835
Married + 2/single parent + 3
344.90 Family of 4
X

(

1.06
365.60 X 9 = 3285
+ 135
3420
3285
675

Food, family of 4
1 child 6-8

75 X 9 - 5% CP/adjustment + 5% inflation

3960

+ 135
4095
Room and Board Summary
on-campus
M + O/S? + 1

M + liSP + 2

-

H + 2/SP + 3

M + 3/S? + 4

3420
2628
270

4095
2844
270

Food/household
Room/utilities
Telephone

2115
2268
270

2835
2628
270

Total 9 months

4653 (4650)

6318 (6320)
5733 (5750)
off-campus

7209 (7200)

Food/household
Room/utilities
Telephone
Total 9 months

2115
2880
270
5265 (5250)

2835
3240
270
6345 (6350)

4095
3510
2707875 (7800)

31.20

3240
270
6930 (6920)

All figures have been rounded for administrative ease of workinR with the
total budget figures.

.,

\

•

Student Budgets--p. 7

, '",

/
~ersonal!

\

\

Mac.

"

We used the same breakdown of personal expenses as we used for .single students,
with increments for each additional dependent in the family. For the students with
dependents, an allowance for medical and dental costs, including insurance, is also
made. We included $30 each for the student and spouse, $265 for the year for SIU
health insurance, and $80 apiece for each dependent (This' would be 4 office visits for
9 months).
. .
j.

Laundry
Recreation
Clothes
subtotal
x 9 =

+Med. insurance
+Med/dental costs",

. ·Monthly costs
M+O!SP+l - M+1!SP+2
$15
$20
100
120
50
70
165
210
1485
1890
265
140
60
2295
1545

M+2!SP+3
$20
140
90
250
2250
265
220
2735

M+3!SP+4
$20
160
105
290
2610
265
300
3175

All figures have been rounded for ease of administering total budgets.
Transportation
For the married student with no children, and single parent with one child, we
used roughly twice the transportation allowance of a single student, with $100 added
for each additional dependent.
Summer Budgets:
Tuition and fees-- We used 1985-86 rates, plus a 5% increase in tuition and a $6
increase in fees.
Books--We used 1!2 of a semester's book costs, rounded to $90
Living Costs-- These were all prorated for a 3 month period, with rounding for
administrative ease. On campus housing for single students: We used this
year's amount plus 4% additional increase anticipated for summer of 1987.
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Nolices

for dependent students and independent
inflation that has taken place after
studenlll with dependents are:
December 31. 1988. based. in Beneral.
Perkins Loan (Formerly the Nallonal
upon increases in the Consumer Price
Direct Student Loan). College Work·
'
Index.
Study. Supplemental Educallonal
Part F also requires the Secretary to
Opportunity Grant and Guaranteed
increase the maximum value for the .
Student Loan Programs; Revision of
2_.....
. $8,
Employment Expense Allowance to
. _ _ _ iQ,690
9,230 '7,760_.
the Need Analysls System for the
account for inn.lion based upon
A__
13,%00 11,730 10,270 18.810
_
1988-89 Academic Vear
increases in the Bureau of Labor
•
15,570 1.,ftO 12.650 11,180 $8.&90
. _ _ _ 18220 i6.750 15,290 13.820 12,360
of
the
marginal
costs
Statistics
budget
AGENCY: Department of Education.
Fill' uc:tI additional ~
add 12.060.
for meals away from home. apparel and
For..ch aetitionaI coaeoe atudMt Ilblraa Sf.<lI60.
ACTlClH: Notice of revision of the need
upkeep. transportation a n d .
.
analysis system for the Perkins Loan.
housekeeping services for 8 two--worker
College Work-Study. Supplemental
versus
one-worker family. However. the "3. Adjusted Net Worth [NW} of 0
Educational Opportunity Grant and
Secretary has determined that
. :' Business or Form
Guaranteed Student Loan Programs for
significantly decreased emploYment-, :.
the1~9 academic year..
related costs. partlcularly in the
"
Since business and farm assets are
transportation component of the Bureau 'income·producing. a portion of the full
SUMMARY: The Secretary of Education
d
nel value is excluded from the
'
announces the need analysis system
of Labor Statistics budget, preclu e··,
: calculation of the expected contribution.
increasing
the
maximum
value
for
this
"'"'lliat an institution of higher education
allowance for the 1 9 _ award year.,- ,', The portion of these, assets included in
musl use in calculating an expecte'd
For award year 19~9. the Secretary the contribution calculation is computed
familfcontrlbution for the19~9
is charged with updating the indicated,
according to the foUowing schedule. ..
academic year under the Perkins Loan.
tables in Part F to account for inflation .', This schedule is used for dependent
College Work-Study. Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant and .
. that took place between December 1988' students, independent students without
Guaranteed Student Loan Programs. The and December 1987. However. since the" ' dependents and independent students
Secretary must increase and publish'
. with dependents.
first three programs are known
these tables before December 1987. the. ,. -------r:---:--::--:-T-.:
collectively as the campus-based
increa..s in the tables must be based,,: " ..... "" ..... or. _ _ 'INn .... ~ ........
programs. The Secretary takes this
upon an estimate of the increase in the ,::". --.::"':.:-:::.:---=-.-,;-11----.::.---
action under the authority of Part F of
Consumer Price Index for 1987.
.
., .
Title IV of the Higher EduCation Act of
The Secretary estimates. based upon .,
1965 as amended (HEA).
the actual and projected rates of,' .:: :.. '
FOR FUR1llER INFORMAnON CONTACT:
inflation for 1988 and 1987. that the .
Margaret O. Henry or Kathy S. Gause.
increase in the Con.umer Price Index for'
Division of Policy and Program
the period December 1988, through
Development, Office of Student
December 1987. Will be 2.4 percent.
Financial Assistance. Department of
Therefore. for the 1988-89 award year .'
Education. 400 Maryland Avenue SW~
for the campus-based and Guaranteed
.4. Asset Protec/;on Allowonce
Room 4<118, ROs-3. Washington. DC
Student Loan Programs. the following
20202. Telephone (202) 732--4490.
.
This allowance protects a portion of
tables set forth in Part F have been
the net worth (assetS less debts) from
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMAnON:
updated in accordance with that
being considered available for
estimate and the other relevant
Program Information
,.',
postsecondary education expenses.
provisions of Part F.
'
The campu.,b~seda~d Guaranteed
There are three asset protection .
1. Employment Expense Allowance
Student Loan Progiams are "need- .
allowance tables. one each for parents
based" student financial aid programs.
of dependent students. Independent
This allowance'for employment-,
Under each program an institution must
related expenses recognizes additional,' students without dependenlll and
determine whether a student has
independent students with dependents.
expenses incurred by working spouses
rmancial need. It determines a student's
and single-parent households. The
DEPeNOENT STuOENTS
financial need by subtracting. from the
allowance is based upon the marginal
student's educational cost, his or her
differences in costs for meals away from
expected family contribution. i.e" the
home. housekeeping services, clothing, _
One
amounlthe student and his or her
and transportation Cor a two-eamer.
parenls may reasonably be expected to
family compared to a one-earner family. '
Then
contribute toward his or her educational
The Secretary is not increasing this "
Two
costs.
allowance for the 1~ award year
Part F of Title IV of the HEA specifies
for the reasons stated above...Il1L
the criteria. data elements and table'; for employment expense allowance for, .....
a schedule of expected family
dependent students and independent
.
contributions for these programs. In
students with dependents .remains the ", 25 or
o
o
addition. Part F requires that. for award
2.100
'-""
B.2OO
years after the 1987-88 award year. four ~ income.
::'
. '. .:.lesser of $2.100 or 35'percent of,earned'.
__
A.800
of the tables set forth in that part (i.e~ .
B.3OO
2. Standard Mointenance Allowance: . ; :
the Standard Maintenance AUowance.
10.400
the Adjusted Net Worth of a Business or . This allowance is an offset ~8iri8i
' 'BOO 11.100
1<l1.600
income for the family's basic liVing -._ _ 33"
. 16.tlCO U!,1OO
Farm. lhe Asset Protection Allowance
18.700
snd the Assessment Schedules and
expenses and it varies by family aIze.
. ;;=.='
JJO,8IJO
15.100
36_.
.
_
Rates) be increased to take into account ' The st8ndard·~aintenance allowances
11.500
22,IlOO
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A1.900

..

A3.3OO

".000

5. Assessment ScheduJ~s and Rotes
Three schedules. One each for
dependent students, independent
·students without dependents and
independent students ",;th dependents.
are used to determine the expected
contribution toward educational
expenses from family financial

resources.
For dependent students, the expected
parental contribution is derived from the
parents'adjasted available income
(AAlI. AAl represents a measure of a
family's financial strength which

/-4
("

considers both income and assets. The
parents' contribution for a dependenl
student is computed act:ording to the
following schedule:
Thfonh~D-

Less tnan - $3.0&09 _ _ _1 -1750.
_$3.0&0910 S7.700 _ _ _122"io 01 Ml.

~
.
.
59.«nre "1.800__

,7.7", ......00

51 ..........'> .. M I _

111.801 to $13.eoo

$2.2.... C*O 29' d AAI 0Iet
59.900.
S2.795 pIus:w.... ol AAI 0 *

513.80' to 515.500 _ _
• _

13,475 plus ~ 01 AAI

57.700.

"1.!OO.

$13.800.
$15.5010' rJIOI'8 _ _ _ _ _ _
1',155 pluI 47' oJ MI

ow.
(Ml'

S1S.5CO.

For independent students without
dependents. an increasing percentage of
their available taxable income (ATI) is
included in the expected contribution.
AT! is adjusted gross income minus
allowances for Federal. State and local
income ta.'(es and social security taxes.
The contribution from ATI for an
independent student without
dependents is computed according to
the following schedule:

....... SB.IlOO
S8.801 or men

Then ... CICW'drlIlUllOn __

I

trATt.-

I!

7D""'otAn

S8.teo

pluI 80"'.

01 oUt

(Ml'

S8,8Oll.

.

Fo!' independent students with
dependents. the expected contribution is
derived from the adjusted available
income (AAll. AAl represents a measura
of a family's finanCial strength which
considers both income and assets, The
contribution for an independent student
with dependents is computed act:ording
to the following schedule: "
IfAAI .....

I

$3.409
-S3,.t09 to 57.700

lM$ 1Nll'I -

S7.701 lD S&.DOO

r-SU01 10 $n.eoo_"_ _

Then tI'le condlUDon ....

-$750.

.... .. .w.
_
$7.700.

Sl.~

25'"'- d AAI CMI'

~ at AN ow.
• ...00.
111.80110' 513.800_ _ _ _ 12.7V5 DIUI i.I... at oW 0Iet
It1,liIOO.
113.80110 $15.500._ 13..15 plus ~ CIt AAJ 0 *
$13.lKlO.
. $lS501 or min.
M,155
01 Ml 0 *
$15.500.

S2,24& plus

'*"."'"

12Il USc. l0B7ld<-l087vv) .

(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance No. :.
B4.Q38, National Direct Student Loan
Program: 8Ul33. College WOrk-Study
Program: B4JXJi. Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant Program: and 84.032.
Guaranteed Student Loan Program)
Dated: August 18. 1987.
W~1iam I. Be....n.
Secretaf'}' 0.' Education.

(FR Doc. a~ -t9183 Filed 8-21-87: 8:45 ami
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. The Legal Reason Why You Must Complete
the Application

The Legal Reason Why You Must Complete
the Fiscal Operations Report

The law says that if we do not receive a completed
application form by the deadHne date on the cover of
. this package. you cannot be assured that your institu·
tiC" will be allocated funds for any one of the campus
based programs. (If you want to request a level of ex
penditure tor the Perkins Loan Program. even if you
need no new Federal funds. you must file an applica
tion.) Perkins Loan (34 CFR 674.5) (20 U.S.C. 1087b0).
CWS (34 CFR 675.5) (42 U.S.C. 2756). SEOG (34 CFR
676.5) (20 U.S.C. 10700·3).

Federal regulatiOns say that if you spent funds in
1986-87 or have a Perkins Loan fund. you must tile a
fiscal operations repon. Perkins Loan (34 CFR 674. '9,
CWS (34 CFR 675.19, SEOG (34 CFR 676. 19),20
U.S.C. 1095.

r

16

have on tile aU information needed to perform a need
analysis using a methodotogy approved by the secre
tary. Therefore. the GSL Needs Test In and of itself was
not acceptable.

• was enro!Ied in an eligible program during Award
Year 1986-87

1

\

• met citizenship or residency requirementS
Award Year 1986-87

\

\

tor

To repon dependent students in the eligible aid appli
cant grid (Section D~ an institution must include only
the parents' taxable and non-taxable income that is
USed by the system 01 need analysis (not the student's
taxable and non-taxable income~

• applied for financial aid for Award Year 1986-87
applied for financial aid- is defined below~

r

au

• has on tile with the institution infOrmation needed
to perfotm a need analysis using a methodology
approved by the Seaetary of Education. indtJding
asset and taxable and non-taxable income inf0rma
tion tor a 12-month period. Do not indude any SIU

I'

dent whO withdrew before his or her program
began.

:~

\
'-,.-.'

:II'
-::
"'~

To report independent sn.;tents in the grid. an institu
tion must indude the stUdent and spouse taxable and
non-taxable income that is used by tne system of need
analysis.

:

Eligible aid applicants for which the independent/de
pendent status for GSL changed as 01 January 1. 1987.
must be entered in Section D. according to their status
tor campus-Based/Pell eligibility.

Income information tor the dependent student must
have come from a document signed by at least one par
ent of the student
Please Note: Any student meeting the above arteria
Onduding those enrolled on a less than haif·lime basis~
regardless of the family's ability to contribute to the
cost of attendance. is to be induded in the grid. You
should include students for whom you had no fundS to
award and students who you determined did not need
funds.

Unes 9-25
In each column. Une 25 is the sum ot lines 9 through

24.

Taxable and non-taxable income indudes:

Section E.lnformation on Enrollment

• adjusted gross income as defined by the IRS

If you report enrolJment on line 26 or on tines 27 and
28, do not flll in lines 29 through 41. Conversely. if you
report enrollment on lines 29 through 41, do not tiD in
line 26. or lines 27 and 28,

and

• the full amount of any non-taxable income
An appiicant has applied lor financial aid tor 1986-87,
jf the applicant submitted a document that meets these

Une 28, or lines 27 and 28
• Complete rUle 26. or lines 27 and 2& jf your institution
operates on a traditional calendar or if a majority of
your institution's eligible programs operate on a tradi
tional caiendar.

two citena:
• the document is a part of a formaJ finandaj aid
process
and

CoJumn a Report the number 01 students enroJled in
undergraduate classes.

• the document's purpose is to request funds to pay
tor the cost of attendance.

Column b. Report the number of students enrolled in
graduate/professional classes.

Examples indude:

Traditional calendar means your institution has terms
that are quarters. trimesters. or semesters. and that the
institution has only one admission period during a
quarter. trimester. or semester. If the students enroll on
a Quarter. trimester. or semester basis but the institu
tion admits a new group of students in a program
monthly. bj.monthly. etc.. tor the purposes of this ap.
plication it is a non-traditional program.

• a ?ell Grant Application Form. ,

• a form or similar instrument of a need analysis
service.

• an institution's application for aid.
• a written statement or letter requesting aid.
or
• a GsL Needs Test

26

Please Note: For GSL applications signed by students
prior to October 17. 1986. the GSL Needs Test may be
used to satisfy the requirement of applying for financial
aid. but it did not satisfy the ~uirement that you must

Total number 01 students, 1986·87

Report the unduplicated total number of students
your institution enroJled at any time during tM
award year July 1. 1986 through June 30. 1987.
Count each student only once.

7
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$erial

".",. of Institution

Number 1

Numbe'

_SUIte

~e

$

.. Total tuition and fMS tot the Award '\'eat Juty 1, 19a&-.llld 3D, 1917

7.

1lJta,l PeUellpenditurn

,~'
(1:11
Gtaauace/ProtesSlCtIld

lav';

Section C. Assessments and Expenditures

.$i;--

$

tor the 1981H7 Pea GRlm ....rd __

_

_

.. TotaIellPended for State grants and sc:ttolatships made to undergntek&atn for the
$~~--

A••rd Y••' July 1. 19aa to June 30. 1981;

\

_.
--

Section D. Information on Bigible Aid Applicants for Award Year 1986·87
oEP€NDE. ...r
Undetgralluate

ta)

t. S
10.
11.
'2.

Gt~l.!~

{bl

S

0-$ 2.999
3.000- 5.999
6:000-

8.999

9.00012.00015.00018.00021.00024.000ta. 27.00019. 30.00020.
33.00021. 36.00022. 39.00023.-, 42.00024, 45.000_

",999
14.999
17.999
20,999
23.999
26.999
29.999
32.999
35.999
38.999
41,999

13.
14.
15.
".
11.

0-$

INDEPeNDENT
~Ie

lei

GncIatefProtessaonal
(al

999

1.000- 1,999
2.000- 2.999
3,0004,0005,0006.0007.0008,0009,00010,00011.00012.00013.00014,000-

44,999
OVER

3.999
4,999
5.999
6.999
7,999
8.999
9.999
10.999
11.999
12,999
13.999
14.999

15,000- OVER

25. Total

Section E. Information on Enrollment
(Institutions with TRAOmONAL CALENDAR)

(InSliMlons wiUl NON-TRAOmONAL CALENDAR)

Institutions that had 1986-87 enrollment, fill in One 28

,.,

29. July 1, 1986
30. August 1

Undergraduate

31. SePtember 1
32. October 1
33. November.l
34. December 1
35. January 1. 1987
36. February 1
37. Marcn 1
38. Apnll
39. May 1

26.. Total number ot
Students. 1988-87
Institutions thai did not haYe 1986·87 enrollment fill in lines 27
and 28.

21, Estimated number of

. students. 1981·88

.w.

June 1. 1987

28. Projected number 01

Students. 1988-89

41. Total

13

,,

8

/
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,

I
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(1)j

CDntrnuinq Sludltnts

New Stant

Instructions for Part VI:
Program Summary

\

\

\

\

1 through 6. The amount may include funds from
CWS and fundS transferred from SEOG.

·This pan consists of two sections. Section A asks
you to identify aid recipients by income category and to

\

_ceo

\
I

fist the amounts that you spent in each category of aid
recipients. Section B assists you in calculating tho ad·
ministrative cost

Column g. Report the unduplicated number of re
cipients in cotumns a. c. and e fer each r1l18 1
through 6.

Who must fill out Part VI, Section A?

Column h. RePort the total of ooIumns b. d. and f
tor eaen/ine 1 through 6.

If you participated in the Perkins Loan. SEOG. or
CWS programs in the 1986-87 Award Year. you must fill

\

7

out this section.

Columns a. C. and e. Report the number of under·
gaduate independent recipients for each program
indicated.

What do I need to fill out this section?
You will need data from PaJts III. IV, and V of this
FISAP.

Columns b. d. and l Report the amount earned
by recipients in columns 7(a~ 7(c~ and 7(e~

Une-by-llne instructions for Part VI,
Section A

,

Column g. Report tI1e undupflCaled number of re
cipients tor columns a. c. and e.
Column h. Report the sum of line 7. columns b + d

Report the distribution of aid recipients and the
amounts spent during the 1986-87 Award Year by ad
justed gross family income revel using the definition of
taxable and non·taxabJe income in Part II, Section 0 for
undergraduate dependent students (lines 1 through 6)
and by undergraduate independent (line 7) or gradUate
level (line 8). All graduate students. both dependent and
independent. should be entered only in Une columns
a. g. and i. Students reported in lines 1 through 8 must
be at least half·time students.

+f.
8

.'

.

Graduate
Column a. Report the number of gradUate recip
Ients in the Perkins Loan Program.
Column b. RePort tI1e amount advanced to Per·

a

J

Undergraduate -independents

kins Loan graduale recipients in column a.
Column e. Report the number of graduate recip
ients in the CWS Program.

Une

Column f. Report the amount earned by CWS
graduate recipients in column e.

1-6 Undergraduate dependents
Column a. Report the number of Perkins Loan re
dpients for each income level in lines ~ through 6.

Column g. Report the undupficated number of re
cipients in columns a and e.

Column b. Report the amounts lent to borrowers
in column a tor the income levels in l10es 1
through 6.

Column h. Report the sum of columns b + t.

9

COlumn c. Aeport the number at SEOG recipients
for each income level in lines 1 through 6-

Less than halt·tfme students

Column a. Report the number of Perkins Loan
program recipients who are less than half-time
students.

Column d. Report the amount awarded recipients
in column c for each income level in lines 1
through 6. The amount may indude funds from
SEOG and funds transferrad from CWs.

Corumn b. Report the funds awarded recipients in
column a.

Column e. Report the number of CWS recipients
tor each,income level in Unes 1 through 6

Column Co Report the number of SEOG recipients
who are less than half-time students.

Column t. Report the amount earned by CWS re
cipients in column e for each income level in lines

CoJumn d. Report the funds awarded recipients in
column c.

q

;.\/

./
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Application and Fiscal Operations Report (FISAP)
S.rlal
Number

Nama olln.titulion
and Stata

Program VI. Program Summary

Enilly
Humber

1-

For Award Vaar July I, 19B6 Through Juno 30. 19B7

Section A. Income Dlstribullon 01 Program Recipients
STUDENT

FAUILY
INCOME
CATEGORY

I

1.

$0
5.999

2.

$6.000

!l

•

Recipients

•

Funds

SEOG

CWS

c

d

Recipients

Funds

DOES NOT

OOESNOT

APPLY

APPLY

•

Recipients

SUMMARY

I
Funds

U

Recipients

11,999

•

....
0

PERKINS LOAN

~

11:

e

!':

3.

$12.000
17,999

4.

$16,000
23.999

5.

$24.000
29.999

B.

$30.000

~
c

..

:::>

C
u

~

c

u
~
u

'"

L

ANOOVEA
7. Undergraduate

lndependent
8. Graduate

8. Less than half·
~ime students

10. TOTAL

ED foIl. 141·1,

',Ir
--~---'''-----

-_.

h
Funds

~~--------- """II
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§ 674.10

.(g) Bankruptcy. The Secretary does
not consider a loan made under the
National Defense Student Loan, Na
tion makes an overpayment of a Pell
tional Direct StUdent Loan. Guaran
Grant AS a result of Its own error and teed
student Loan, or Parent Loans
cannot correct it as specified· In para
graph (e)( 1) of this scction, it may for Undergraduate Students Program
that Is discharged In bankruptcy to be
continue to disburse an NDSL to that
In default for purposes of this section.
student If the studentU'
'(h) GSL/PLUS-Reliance on stu
(\) Is otherwise eligible; and
dent's statement An Institution, In de
(il) Acknowledges In writing the
termining whether a student Is In de
amount of overpayment and agrees to fault on a loan made under the Guar
repay It in a reasonable period of time. anteed Student Loan Program or the
(3) Overpayment of an SEOG. An tn
PLUS program, maY rely upon the stu
sULuUon may continue to disburse an dent's written statement that he or
NDSL to a student who receives an she Is not In default unless the Instltu·
overpayment on
BEOG If
tlon has Information to the contrary.
<I) The student Is otherwise eligible;
(Authority: 20 U.S.C. 1087dd, and 1091)
and
(Ii) It can eliminate the overpayment [46 FR 5241, Jan. 19, 1981. as amended at 46
by adjusting financial aid payments FR 6324, Jan. 21. 1981; 47 FR 33229, July 30,
(other than PeB Orants) In the same 1982: 51 FR 41925, Nov. 19, 1986]
award year In which the overpayment
§ 674.10 Special sessions.
occurred.
A student enrolled at an Institution
(4) Definition. Overpayment of a
grant means that a student's grant in a special session (e.g., summer
payments arc greater than the amount schooD Is eligible for an NDSL l! he or
he or she is entitled to receive.
she
(a) Is otherwise eligible (see § 674.9);
(f) Default on loans. If a student Is
In default on a loan made under the
(b)( 1) Is registered as at least a half
National
Defense/Direct
Student time student at that institution for
Loan, GSL or PLUS programs for at
that session; or
tendance at Rny Institution, the Insti
(2) Is taking aU of the courseS reo
tution may nevertheless make an Qulred to complete his or her certlfl·
NDSL payment to that student under cate or degree; and
the following conditions:
(c)(1) Was attending that Institution
(1) Guaranteed loan and Parent
as at least a half-time student during
Loans for Undergraduate Students
the preceding term; or
(PLUS). An Institution may make an
(2) Has been accepted as at least a
NDSL or continue to advance NDSL half-time student for the subsequent
funds to a student who Is In default on
a Guaranteed Student Loan or a term.
PLUS If the Secretary (for a Federally (Authority: 20 U.S.C. 1087aa-ti)
Insured loan) or a guarantee agency
(for a loan Insured by that guarantee § 674.11 Allowable costs of attendance.
agency) determines that the student
(a) General. (1) Except as provided
has made satisfactory arrangements to In paragraphs (d) and (e) of this sec
repay the defaulted loan.
tion, a student·s cost of attendance
(2) National Defense/Direct student
means
Loan. An Institution may make an
(\) The tuition and fees charged to a
NDSL or continue to advance NDSL full-time student for an academic year
funds to a student who Is In default on by the Institution he or she Is attend·
a National Defense/Direct Student ing as determined under paragraph (b)
Loan If the Institution that made the of this section;
loan, or the Secretary, If the loan has
(tI) An allowance for room and board
been asSigned to the Department of expenses for an academic year, as de
Education. certifies that the student termined under paragraph (c) of this
has made satisfactory arrangements to
sectton;
repay that loan.

(2) Overpayment of a Pelt Grant due
to instituUonal error. If the institu

an

.-
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(ill) A reasonable allowance deter
mined by the Institution for books and
supplies for an academic year~
(Iv) A reasonable allowance deter·
mined by the Institution for transpor
tatton for an academic year. This al
lowance may Include
(A) The cost of travel between the
~:~:;e~~ residence and the Instltu

(4) The Institution shall take Into ac
count when determining a student's
cost of attendance
(j) The period for which financial as
slstance Is awarded: and
(tI) Whether the student is enrolled
on a full-time or less than full-time
basis.
(Authority: 20 U.S.C. 1089)

(B) The cost of travel required for
completion of a course of study;
(v) A reasonable allowance deter
mined by the Institution for mlscella
neollS personal expenses for an aca
demlc year;
(vI) A reasonable allowance deter·
mined by the Institution for an aca
demic year for expenses related to
study abroad for students enrolled In
an academic program which normally
Includes a formal program of study
outside the United States;
(vii) A :easonable allowance deter
mined by the Institution lor expenses
for an academic year related to child
care for a student's dependent chll
dren; and
(vIII) A reasonable allowance deter
mined by the Institution for a handl
capped student·s expenses for an aca
demlc year related to his or her handl
cap. If these expenses are not provided
for by any other assisting agency or
program. This allowance may include
expenses related to special services,
transportation, equipment and sup
plies.
(2) If another agency or program
provides assistance for any expenses
related to a student's handicap. there
by reducing the student·s costs. the In
stltutlon shall document such assist
aDee as part of the student's financial
aid record.
(3) For purposes of this section. a
handicapped stUdent is a student who
meets the definition contained in sec
lion 602(1) of the Education of. the
Handicapped Act. Accordingly, a
handicapped stUdent Is a student who
Is mentally retarded, hard of hearing,
deaf, speech Impaired, visually hand i
capped, seriously emotionally dls
turned, or orthopedically impaired, or
, Is otherwise health Impaired. or has
~ specific learning dlsablHties which re·
QU.lre special education and related
i ' Rrvlees.

(b) Tuition and lees. (l) An Instltu
tlon shall determine the tuition and
fees charged a full-time student by cal
culatlng
(I) The actual amount charged the
full-time student for tuition and fees
for an academic year; or
(il) The average amount It charges
full-time stUdents for tuition nnd fees
for an academic year. If the Institution
selects this option, It must determine
an average' cost for each of the followIng categories of students:
(A) Undergraduate students:
(B) Graduate stUdents; and
(C) Professional stUdents.
(2) If an institution establishes Its
tuition and fee charges on a residency
requirement basis (e.g. In-State and
Out-of·State) and elects to calculated
an average tuition and fee charge, It
shall establish a separate average
charge for each different residency
based classification.
(3) An Institution may determine a
separate average charge for any other
distinct classification upon which it
bases tuition and fee charges.
(4) An Institution shall determine
the tuition and fees r.harged a less
than full-time student by
(I) Calculating the actual amount it
charges the 'stUdent for tuition and
fees for an academic year; or
(II) Reducing the amount It calculat
ed under paragraphs (b) (1), (2), or (3)
of this section to reflect the less than
fuU-time enroUment of that student.
(A th It· 20 USC 1089)
u or y.
. ..
(c) Room and board. <l) The institu
tlon shall calculate a student's room
and board aHowanee as follows
(i) For a student who 11M no depend
ents and' lives with his or her
parenUs). an allowance of $1,100;
<II> For a student who has no de
pendents and lives In Institutionally
owned or operated houslngI

'1

II:'?"
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(A) The cost of travel between the
student's residence and the institu
tion; and
(B) The cost of travel required for
mines at the beginning of a payment
i
I _ and
completion of a course of study;
period that a student is not maintain·
,I'
(2)(1) Was enrolled at that Instltu
(v) A reasonable allowance deter
ing saUsfact'ory progress, but reverses
lion during the preceding term and
Itself BEFORE the end of the pay
will complete his or her course of mined by the institution for miscella
ment period, the institution may give
neous p'ersonal expenses for an aca
&ludy during the special session; or
a CWS job to the student for the
demic year;
(ii) Has been accepted for the subse
entire perIod.
(vI) A reasonable allowance deter
Quent
term.
(2) If an institution determines at
mined by the Institution for an aca
The
Secretary
considers
a
stu
(bl
the beginning of a payment period
dent to be accepted for the subsequent demic year for expenses related to
that a student is not maintaining satis
(1) Guaranteed loan and Parent
term if the student wlll be studying in study abroad for students enrolled in
factory progress, but reverses itself Loans for Undergraduate Students
an academic program which normally
an eligible program of study abroad.
AFTER the end of the payment
Includes a formal program of study
(PLUS). An Institution may provide
Cc)O)
If
an
Institution
provides
CWS
period, the Institution may NOT pro·
outside the United States;
employment to a student during a spe
vide the student employment for that CWS employment to a student who Is
(vII) A reasonable allowance deter
in default on a Guaranteed Student
cial session when the student was not
period OR make adjustments in subse
mined
by the institution for expenses
Loan
or
a
PLUS
If
the
Secretary
<for
a
enrolled
during
the
preceding
term,
it
Quent financial aid payments to com
for an academic year related to child
must maintain a written record dem
pensate for the loss of aId for that Federally Insured loan) or a guarantee
care for a student's dependent chil
agency (for a loan Insured by that
onstrating
perIod.
guarantee agency) determines that the
dren; and .
(I) That It accepts the student for
(I) Overpayment of grants. Condl
(vllt) A reasonable allowance deter
the subsequent term: and
lions under which an institution may student has made satisfactory arrange
mined by the Institution for a handi
<II) That the student accepts Its
allow a student who Is overpaid a ments to repay the defaulted loan.
capped student's expenses for an aca
(2) National Defense/Direct Student
grant to continue his or her CWS job;
oller.
demic year related to his or her handl
<l) Overpayment oj a Pell GranL If Loan. An Institution may continue to
(2) The Institution may not provide
cap, if these expenses are not provided
CWS employment to a student if It be
an Institution makes an overpayment employ a student under the CWS Pro
of a Pen Grant to a student, It may gram who Is In default on a National
lieves the student does not intend to, for by any other assisting agency or
Defense/Direct Student Loan If the
program. This allowance may include
'- continue to employ that student li
enroll in the subsequent term.
expenses related to special services,
m The student is otherwise eligible; institution that made the loan, or the
(3) The Institution must Immediate
Secretary, if the loan has been as
and
ly terminate a student's employment transportation, equipment and sup
signed to the Department of Educa
(if) It can eliminate the overpayment
if it becomes aware after employment plies.
tion. certifies that the student has
t-J In the award year In whIch It occurred
(2) If another agency or program
begins that the student does not
by adjusting the subsequent Pen made satisfactory arrangements to
intend to enroll in the subsequent provides assistance for any expenses
repay that loan.
Grant payments for that award year.
related to a student's handicap, there
term.
(2) Overpaument of a Pell Grant due
(h) Bankruptcy. The Secretary con
by reducing the student's costs, the In
(Authority: 42 U.S.C. 2753>
to institultonal error. If the Institu
siders a National Defense Student
stitution shall document such assist
tion makes an overpayment of a Pen' Loan, a National Direct Student Loan,
ance as part of the student's financial
§ 675.11 Allowable costs of attendance.
Grant as a result of Its own error and a Guaranteed Student loan, or a PLUS
(a) General (1) Except as provided aid(3)record.
cannot correct it as specified In para
that is discharged in bankruptcy to be
For purposes of this section, a
in
paragraphs Cd) and (e) of thL. sec
graph (flO) of this section, it may con
in default lor purposes of this section.
handicapped student is a student who
Uon, a student's cost of attendance meets the definition contained In sec·
tinue to employ that student under
(i)
GSL/PLUS-Retiance on stu
the CWS Program If the student
meansdent's statemenL An institution, in de·
tlon 602(1) of the Education of the
(\) Is otherwise eligible; and
(I) The tuition and fees charged to a
termining whether a student is In de
Handicapped Act. Accordingly, a
(Ii) Acknowledges tn writing the
full-time
student
for
an
academic
year
fault on a loan made under the Guar
handicapped student is a student who
amount of overpayment and agrees to anteed Student Loan Program, or the
by the Institution he or she Is attend
is mentally retarded, hard of hearing,
repay it in a reasonable period of time. PLUS Program, may rely upon the
Ing as determined under paragraph (b) deaf. speech Impaired. visually handi
(3) Overpaument of an SEOG. An In
of this section;
student's written statement that he or
capped, seriously emotionally dis·
stitution may continue to employ a she is not in default unless the institu
<In An allowance for room and board turbed, or orthopedically impaired, or
student who receives an overpayment tion has Information to the contrary.
expenses for an academic year, as de
is otherwise health impaired or has
on an SEOG if
termined under paragraph (c) of this specific learning disabilities -·which re
(Authority:
42
U.S.C.
2753;
20
U.S.C.
1091)
(\) The student Is otherwise eligible;
section:
quire special education and, related
and
[46 FR 6266, Jan. 19. 1981, and amended at
(iii) A reasonable allowance deter
services.
(if) It can eliminate the overpayment
46 FR 6326. Jan. 19. 1981; 51 FR 41925, Nov..
mined by the Institution for books and
(4) The Institution shall take Into ac
by adjusting financial aid payments 19, 19881
supplies for an academic year;
count when determining a student's
(other than Pell Grants) In the same
(Iv)
A
reasonable
allowance
deter
cost of attendance
award year in which the overpayment § 675.10 Special sessions.
mined by the Institution for transpor
(\) The period for which flnanclai as
occurred.
(a) During a special session (e.g.,
tation for an academic year. This al
(4) Definition. Overpayment of a summer school> or during a full-time
sistance is awarded; and
lowance
may
tnclude
grant means that a student's grant work period of a cooperative education

I

Delenninalion oj sati[({actoT1l
progress. (1) If an Institution deter
(e)

payments are greater than the amount
he or she Is entitled to receive.
Cg) Defauu on toans. If a student Is
In default on a loan made under the
National
Defense/Direct
Student
Loan, GSL, or PLUS programs for at
tendance at any institution, the Insti·
tution may nevertheless continue to
employ that student under the CWS
Program under the following condi
tions:

f

program, a st.udent is eligible for em·
ployment under CWS If he or she
m Is otherwise eligible Csee '675.9);

j
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Oi) Whether the student Is enrolled

on a full-time or less than full-time
ba.c:;ls.

"

(Authority: 20 U.S.C. 1089)

(b) Tltltion and fees. (I) An Institu
tion shall determine the tuition and
fees charged a full-time student by cal·
culating
(i) The actual amount charged the
full-time student for tuition and fees
for an academic year; or
(ii) The average amount it charges
full-time students for tuition and fees
for an,academic year. If the Institution
scJect..c; this option, it must determine
an average cost for each of the follow·
Ing categories of students:

<5> Any other circumstances that
could affect the ability of the student
or spouse to contribute to the stu.
dent's cost of attendance.
(c> Special detennfnation of depend

(Authority: 20 U.S.C. 1089(e))
(g) Required documentation. An In
slllutlon must be able to Justify and
document the cost of attendance fig
ures established under this section.

(Authority: 20 U.S.C. 1089)
[4.6 FR 6326, Jan. 21, 1981)
.§ 675.12

Expected Family c:ontrlbuUon.

ent

student-parent

relatLonshtp.

(1)

The student financial aid administra
tor must determine Whether the rela
tionship between a student and his or
her parents makes It unreasonable to
expect the parents to contribute to
the student's cost of attendance. re
gardless of their ablIlty to do so. II re
Quested by a student Who does not
m Live with his or her parents;
(II) Visit his or her parents for peri
ods longer than typical for other adult
family members; or
(III> Receive gifts from his or her
parents more valuable than those typi
cally given to other adult nondepen
dent offspring.
(2) Before determining that It Is un
reasonable for a parent of a dependent
student to contribute to the student·s
attendance costs, the financial aid ad.
mlnlstrator must determine whether
the student's parents are, In fact, will
ing to contribute toward those costs.
(S) The student financial aid admin
Istrator must make that determination
part of the Instltutlon·s written
record.
(d> Native American sfltdents. To de
termine a Native American's expected
family contribution, an Inslllution
may not consider the following as
Income or assets of the student or· his
or her family:
(1) Awards made under the Distribu
tion of Judgment Funds Act (25 U.S.C.
1401 et seq.) or the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act <43 U.S.C. 1601
et seq.).
(2) Property that may not be sold or
encumbered without the consent of
the Secretary of the Interior.
(3) Any other property held In trust
for the student or his or her family by
the U.S. Government.
(e) Annual detenninattons. An InstJ
tutlon must determine a student's
need at least annually.

student enrolled In an Institution
measuring progress In clock hours who
(c) Room and board. (I) The institu
Is charged tuition and fees for a pro
tion shall calculate a student's room gram Whose length exceeds the length
Rnd board allowance as follows
of the academic year at the Institu
(I) For a student who has no depend
tion. Is determined by addlng
ents and lives with his or her
(1) Tuition and feesxclock hours In
parent(s), an allowance of $1,100;
the academic year..;-clock hours In the
(II) For a student who has no de-;. program plus
pendents and lives In Institutionally
(2) Room and board and other appli
owned or operated housing
cable allowances determined under
(A) The actual amount charged the
paragraphs (a) and (c) cf t.hls section.
student for room and board for an aca
(f) AdjU3tments.
The Institution
demic year; or
may, in Individual cases, adjust a stu
(B) A standard allowance based on
dent·s cost of attendance If the cost of
the average amount It charges most of attendance calculated under para

468

469

<C> Professional students.
(2) If an Institution establishes Its
tuition and fee charges on a residency
requirement basis (e.g, In-State and

Out-ol-State) and elects to calculate
nn average tuition and fee charge, It
establish a separate average
charge for each different residency
based classification.
(3) An Institution may determine a
separate average charge for any other
distinct classification upon which It
bases tnltlon and fee charges.
(4) An Institution shall determine
the tuition and fees charged a less
than full-time student by
(I) Calculating the actual amount It
charges the student for tuition and
fees for an academic year; or
(II) Reducing the amount it calculat
ed under paragraphs (b)(I), (2). or (3)
. of this section to rertect the less than
lull-time enrollment of that student.

"shall

"""J

·§675.13

graphs (a) through (e) of this section
Is not a reasonable approximation of
the student's actual costs.

(a) Dependent stUdents. In determln.
Ing the amount a dependent student
and his or her spouse and parents are
expected to contribute to the stUdent's
cost of attendance, the financial aid
administrator must conslder
(I) Any serious Illness In the family.
(Family members Include the student,
the student's parents and spouse, and
any other persons the parents may
claim as exemptions under the Inter
nal Revenue Code);
(2) The number of the parents' de
pendent children;
(3) The number of the parents' de
pendent children attending Institu
tions of higher education;
(4) Tuition costs of dependent chil
dren attending elementary and sec
ondary schools; and
(5) Any other circumstances that
could affect the ability of the stUdent.
the student·s spouse. and the student·s
parents to contribute to his or her cost
of attendance.
(b) Independent students. In deter
mining the amount an independent
student and spouse are expected to
contribute to the student's cost of at.
tendance. the financial aid administra
tor must conslder
(1) Any serious Illness In the family.
(Family members Include the student.
his or her spouse, and any other per
sons the student or spouse may claim
as exemptions under the Internal Rev
enue Code);
(2) The number of the stUdent's de
pendent children;
(3) The number of the student's de
pendent children attending Institu
(Authority: 42 U.S.C. 2753)
tions of higher education;
.§ 675.13 Approyed need nnlllYRis RYRlcmR.
(4) Tuition costs of dependent chil
dren attending elementary and sec
(a) An Institution must use a Secre.
ondary schools; and
tary approved need analysis system or

(A) Undergraduate students;
(B) Graduate student; and

-

Its student residents for room and
board for an academic year;
(Iii) For a student who has no de
pendents and does not live with his or
her parent(s) or In Institutionally
owned or operated housing, a standard
allowance determined by the Institu
tion for room and board for an aca
demic year; or
(Iv> For a student who has depend·
ents, an allowance determined by the
Institution for room and board for an
academic year based upon expenses In
curred by the student and his or her
dependenUs>.
(2) For purposes of this section, a
spouse Is considered a dependent.

Off. of Postsecondory Educ., Education

(Authority: 20 U.S.C. 1089)
(d) Attendance costs for students in
correspondence study progra77t3. The

cost of attendance for a student en
rolled In a correspondence study pro
gram means
<l> Actual tuition and fees charged
to the student for an academic year;
(2) A
reasonable allowance deter
mined by the Institution for books and
supplies for an academic year, If re
quired for the completion of the pro
gram; and
<3> If Incurred In fulfilling a required
period of residential training, expenses
for
(I) Room and board: and
(10 Travel between the student's res
Idence and the Institution.
(Authority: 20 U.S.C. 1089)
(e) Attendance costs for students
whose program length exceeds the aca
demic year at institutions using clock
hours. The cost of attendance for a

(Authority: 20 U.S.C. 1089)

/
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Off. of Postsecondary Educ., Education

fault on a loan made under the Ouar·
anteed Student Loan Program or the
PLUS program, may rely upon the stu
dent's written statement that he or
she Is not In default unless the Instltu·
tlon has information to the contrary.
(Authority: 20 U.S.C. 1070b-2 and 1091)
(46 FR 5281, Jan; 19, 1981, as amended at 46
FR S327, Jan. 19, 1981; 51 FR 41925, Nov. 19,

Deolls' personal expenses for an aca·
demlc year;
(vi) A reasonable allowance deter
mined by the institution for an aca
demic year for expenses related to
study abroad (or students enrolled In
an academic program which normally
includes a formal program of study
outside the United States;
(vU) A reasonable allowance deter·
mined by the Institution for expenses
for an academic year related to child
care for a student's dependent chil
dren; and
(viii) A reasonable allowance deter
mined by the Institution for a handi
capped student's expenses (or an aca
demic year related to his or her handi
cap, if these expenses are not provided
for by any other assisting agency or
program. This allowance may Include
expenses related to special services.
transportation, equipment and sup
plies.
(2) If another agency or program
provides assistance for any expenses
related to a student's handicap, there·
by reducing the student's costs, the In
stitution shall document such assist
ance as part of the student's financial
aid record,
(3) For purposes of this section, a
handicapped student Is a stUdent who
meets the definition contained In sec
tion 602(\) of the Education of the
Handicapped Act. Accordingly, a
handicapped student Is a student who
is mentally retarded, hard o( hearing,
deaf, speech impaired, visually handi
capped, seriously emotionally' dis
turbed, or orthopedically impaired, or
Is otherwise health Impaired or has
specific learning disabilities which re
quire special education and related
services.
(4) The Institution shall take Into ac
count when detennining a student's
cost of attendance(() The period for which financial as
sistance Is awarded; and
(Ill Whether the student Is enrolled
on a full-time or less than fUll-time
basis.
(Authority: 20 U.S.C. 1089)
(b) TutiUon and fees. (\) An Institu
tion shall determine the tuition and
(ees charged a full-time student by cal
culating-

§ 676.10
(I) Is otherwise eligible;
(II) Acknowledges In

and
writing the
amount of overpayment and agrees to
repay it In a reasonable period of time.
(3) Overpal/ment of an SEOG. An In·
stltution may continue to make BEOG
payments to a student who receives an
overpayment on an BEOG li
m The student Is otherwise eligible;
and
(II) It can eliminate the overpayment
by adjusting financial aid payments
(other than Pell Grants) In the same
award period In 'which the overpay
ment occurred..
(4) De/tnition. Overpayment of a
grant meaDS that a student's grant
payments are greater than the amount
he or she Is entitled to receive.
(f) Default ·on loan•. If a student Is
In default on a loan made under the
National
Defense/Direct
Student
Loan, GSL, or PLUS programs for at
tendance at any InsUtutlon, the Insti
tution may nevertheless. make an
SEOG payment to that student under
the following conditions:

,
J

,

19851

Special scsslons.
(a) A student enrolled at an Institu
tion in a special session (e.g., summer
schoo\) Is eligible for an SEOG If he or
she
n) Is otherwise eligible (see § 676.9);
(2)(1) Is registered at that Institution
for that session; or
(11) Is taking all of the courses re
quired to complete his or her certlf!·
cate or degree; and
(3)(1) Was attending that Institution
during the preceding tenn; or
(Ill Has been accepted for the subse
quent term.
(Authority: 20 U.S.C. I070b-l)
§ 676.10

(1) Guaran.teed loan and Parent
Loans fOT Undergraduate Students. An

(48 m 5281, Jan. 16, 1981, as amended at 47
FR 33232, July 3D, 19821

Institution may pay an SEOG to a stu
dent who Is In default on a Ouaran
.c:. teed Student Loan or a PLUS If the
Secretary (for a federally Insured
loan) or a guarantee agency (for a loan
Insured by that guarantee agency) de
termines that the student has made
satisfactory arrangements to repay
the defaulted loan.
. (2)

§ 676.11

Allowable cost of attendance.
(a) General. (1) Except as provided

National Defense/DIrect Student

Loan. An Institution may pay an
SEOG to a student who Is In default
on a National Defense/Direct Student
Loan If the Institution that made the
loan, or the Secretary, I( the loan has
been assigned to the Department of
Education, certifies that the student
has made satls(actory arrangements to
repay the loan.
.(g) Bankruptcy. The Secretary does
not consider a loan made under the
National Defense Student Loan, Na
tional Direct Student Loan, Ouaran
teed Student Loan, or Parent Loans
(or Undergraduate Student Program
that Is discharged In bankruptcy to be
In default.for purposes of this section,
.(h) GSL/PLUS-ReUance on stu
dent's slatemenL An Insututlon, In de
termining whether a student is In de

In paragraphs (d) and (e) of this sec·
tion, a student's cost of attendance
means
m The tuition and fees charged to •
full-time student for an academic year
by the instit.utlon he or she is attend
Ing as determined under paragraph (b)
of this section;
(Ii) An allowance for room and board
expenses for an academic year, as de
tennlned under paragraph (c) o( this
section;
(Ill) A reasonable allowance deter
mined by the Institution for books and
suppltes (or an academic year;
(Iv) A reasonable allowance deter
mined by the Institution (or transpor·
tatlon for an academic year, This al·
lowance may Include
(A) The· cost of travel between the
student's residence and the institu
tion;and
(B) The cost of travel required for
completion of a course of study;
(v) A reasonable allowance deter
mined by the Institution for mlscells

494

§ 676.11
(I> The actual amount charged the
full-time student (or tuition and (ees
for an academic year; or
(II) The average amount It charges
full-time students for tuition and fees
for an academic year.
.
(2) If an Institution establishes Its
tuition and (ee charges on a residency
requirement basis (e.g. In·State and
Out-of·State) and elects to calculate
an average tuition and fee charge, it
shall establlsh a separate average·
charge for each different residency
based classification.
(3) An Institution may determine a
separate average charge' for any other
distinct classification upon which It
bases tuition and fee charges.
(4) An Institution shall determine
the tuition and fees charged a leas
than full-time student by"':'
(i) Calculating the actual amount It
charges the student for tuition and
fees (or an academic year: or
(Ill Reducing the amount It calculat·
ed under paragraphs (b) (\), (2), or (3)
of this section to reflect the less than
full-time enrollment of that student.
(Authority: 20 U.S.C. 1089)

(c) Room and board. (\) The Instltu·
tlon shall calculate a student's room
and board allowance as (ollows
m For a student who has no depend
ents and lives with his or her
parenUs), an allowance of $1,100;
(II) For a student who has no de
pendents and lives in Institutionally
owned or operated houslng
(A) The actual amount. charged the
student for room and board for an aca
demic year; or
(B) A standard allowance based on
the average amount It charges most of
Its student residents for room and
board for an academic year;
<III> For a student who has no de
pendents and does not live with his or
her parent(s) or In Institutionally
owned or operated housing, a standard
allowance determined bY the Institu
tion (or room and board for an aca·
demlc year; or
(tv) For a student who has depend
ents, an allowance determined by the
Institution for room and board for an
academic year based upon expenses in
curred by the student and his or her
. dependent(s).

495
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34 CFR Part 690

Program; Schedule _
01
_odF_Comri_

PeQ Grant

Cost 01 Att8nd8nce
AGDCCY: ~rtmenl of Education.
ACTIOII: FinaJ regulations.

SUIIIIIIARY: The Sectetary iIIUb final
rqulations for the Pell Grant Program
Expected Family Contribution Schedule
for the 198'-88 award year. These
rqulatiolUl are needed to implement the

provisionJ of section 5 of the Student

\

Financial AsJiatance TeehnicaJ
Amendments Act of 1982 81 amended by
section 406 of the Higher Education
Amendments of 1986. Pub. L. 99-498.
The Family ConUibution Schedule
desaibes the lonnul•• used in
detenninins the amounL if any.

ot a
Ituden!". PeU Grant award.. The PelJ

Crant expected family contribution
number is also known as the "student
aid index (SAl)."
Further. the SecrelatY notifies
ilUllitution. and students thai the cosl ot
attmdaoce regulations used to calculate
Pe1J Grant awardJ..during lbe 1986-87

award year will be used to calculate a
student's co,t of attendance during the
1981-88 award year.
EFJfECTJV& DAn: These resulations take
effect either 4S day. after publication in
the Federal Resilter or later it Congres.

takes cm1ain adjoummentl.lt ,hould be
noted. bowever. that these regulatory
. amendments apply only to the awuding
of Pen Cmnll for periods of enrollment
beginnins on or after July 1. 1981. The
regulations for the 198&-87 award year.
which peMain to the awarding of PeU
Granls for periodl of enrollment
beginning OD or afler July 1. 1988 through
June 3D. 1987. ani still applicable. U you
want to know the effective tUlle of these
rqulations. can o~ write the Department
of Education contact person.

I

Frida}', January 30. 1987

certain .pecified modifications. the
I98tJ-81 award year PeIJ Crant Expecled
Family Ccntribution Schedule in award
year 1987~ The .pecified
modifications include changes in the
family tiU offset. and other changes to
J"I!fleet Ihe most recent and relevant
data. sucll a. updating calendar years.
The Seaelary is. therefore. amending "
only the relevant lI!CtioN of the 198&-67
Pell Grant Family Contribution Schedule "
and publishms these amendments u
final rqulatiOJll.
Updatfng tha Family Size aRleta To
AccouPt fot InflItioa
Section 5 of the Studenl Financial
Alli.tance TeebnicaJ Amendments Act
of 1982 as amended by section 408 of the
Higher Education Amendments 011988
requires that the family .ize ofIRts for
the 1987-88 award year Pel! C!'8nt
Expected Family Contribution Schedule
be based upon the family .iu Off88ts
ued in the 1988-67 award year PeU
Granl Expected Fatnily Contribution "
Schedule. adjusted by a pen;entagt
change equal to the percentage increase .
or decrease in the Consumer Price Index
for Wage Earners and CJerical Worlcm
published by the Department of Labor.
rounded to the Dearest $100. That
section aha provides that the
percentage change is the percentage
difference betwun the arithmetic mean
for the period of October 1. 1984.
through ~tember 30. 1985. and the
arithmetic men for the period of
October 1. 1985, through September 3D.
t988. Becauu thai percentage dl.fference
wu equal to aD increase of 2.Z percent.
the lamily siZe offsets used in 1986-087
were muJtiplied by 1.022 and the results
were rounded to the nearest $100.
.

Coal of A"en d.,.....
~on 3 of the Student FinanciaJ

I

Rules and Regulations

us.c.

55J. it is the practice of the
Secn!lal}' 10 o[fer interested parties the
oPPOMunity to comment on propo.ed
regulations. However. I.he changes made
In the Family Contribution Schedule are
IpeCificaJly directed by seetion 5 of I.he
Studenl FinanciaJ Alsistance Technical
Amendment. Act of 1982 u amended by
-ection 40B of the HIgher Education'
Ammd m l!T1ts of 198& and establish no
new substantive policy. Public comment
could have no effect on the content of
the88 regulations. Therefore. the
Secretary ba. delermined that
pUblication ola proposed rule i.
unnece!Sary and contrary to the public
Interest under.5 USc. 553(bJ(B).
£xeQative Order 1%Z91
These regulations have been reviewed
In accordance with Executive Order
1.2%9'1. They are not clusified 81 major
because they do Dol meel the aiteria for
major rqulations established in the

anl.,.

~tory FIexihiliIy Ad

CertUicalioD

lbe Secretary certifies that these
regulatiON wlU not have a .ignificant
economic impact on a tubslantiaJ
number of smaU entitles. Small entities
afIected by these regulatiON ~ .mall
inatitutlons 01 higher education. These
tqUlaUons ",viae the PeIl Gnnt Family·-·
Contribution Schedule used ill
detemrininB .tudent eligibility for Pen·
Ctants and only change the .tatutory
citadom ot the co.l of attendance
regulalioos. However. they will not have
• ,igniticant eaJnornic impact on the
iaatitutions affected.

Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980"
Tbes.a regulatiON bave been
examined under the Paperwork

lteduction Act of 1980 and have been
Aaai.tance Technical Amendments Ad
foupd to contain no information
011982 u amended by section 408 of the c:ollection requirementL
Higher Education AmendmenUi of 1986 .. Ie
eat of Educatioullmpacl
require$ that the eMt of attendance
FOR FUR"I'HmIlNFORMAT1ON CONTACT:
criteria uaed for caJculating PeU Cnlnt
The Secret8JY hal determined that the
Fred SeJIera. Chief. Pell Grant Policy
awards for award yaar 1986-ll1 be used
rqWations in this document would not
Section. or Deborah CoheD. PeU Grant
for the 1987-88 award year. Therefore.
1'eqIIUe transmission 01 information that
Program Specialist. Office of Student
the Secretary gives notice that the cost
is beq gathered by or is available from
Financ:ia.l Assistance. U.s. Department
of attendance proviJions for the Pell
.any other agency or authority of the
of Education (ROB-3. Room 4318). 400
Grant Program contained in 34 CFR Part. United States.
Maryland Avenue. SW.. Washington.
690 Subpart £. that were in e[fect and
UIt of Subjects lD 3f CFR Part 890
DC 2Q202. Telephone (2m} 472-4300.
used to caJcu.late Pell Crant awards. for
the 198&-81 award year. shall· be·used to~
"Administrative practice and
S~AIn' CMFORIIATlON;
calculate PeU Grant awards for the
procedure. Education. Education of
Famiiy Ccmbibution Scbedu1e-Cumm1
1981-88 a ward year.
disadvanlages. Grant programs
Requirements
education. Student aid.
Waivar of Notice of Proposed
Section 5 of the Student F'manciaJ
Qtatioa of Lep.I Authority
Assistance Tech:n.ical Amendments Ad .Rulomal<inI
A citation of .tatutory or otber legal
of IDS:! uamended by .ection 408 of the
In accordance with section
authority ia plaatd in parentheses on the
431(bJl2JlAI of the General Education
Higher Education Amendmenls of 1986.
Une loUowing each .ubstantive
Pub. L. 99-498, enacted on October 17.
I'"",is;o", Act 120 U.s.c. 1::3t(bj{2)IAll.
and the Administrative Procedure Act. .5
provision of these resu!alions.
1986. requires the Secreta"!' to use. wilh

.,'";
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CONSTRUCTING STUDENT EXPENSE BUDGETS
NASFAA MONOGRAPH SERIES
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National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators
Washington, D.C.
1984

Chapter 3
METHODS OF CONSTRUCTING STUDENT EXPENSE BUDGETS
Standard student expense budgets are the basic tools the aid administrator
re 1~e~ on in ca leu lat i~g need for aid app 1kants and in mak ing jUdgments about
~dd1t10n~1 allowa~ces 1n exceptional cases. Standard·budgets also serve an
1nformat~on funct10n by providing summaries of expected costs to current and
prospect1ve students, ,to other administrators, and to the public at large. .
Because of the essent1al role of student expense budgets, aid administrators
should be abl~ to.demo~strate the way in wh5ch they arrive at the standard.
budgets used 1n fmanc1al aid programs.' .
.
Standard budgets may be derived in a variety of ways. Some budget.
components are set by the institution, but allowances for other elements are
subject to determination by the aid administrator. This is especially so in
the case of 1iving expenses for students ~Iho res ide off campus .or who are
married or have children •. To ensure that budgets are comprehensive and ade
quate, it is necessary to conduct periodic reviews of the budgets and sometimes
to undertake special bUdget research. This chapter exar.lines various methods of
student expense budget research.
Planning for Budget Research
Planning. is the first essential step to student bud~et research. Among
considerations in planning are decisions about where responsibility for bud~et
research lies, the frequency and timing of research, the demography of the
student body, what data already exist, and whether resources are available for
the undertaking.
Responsibility. Responsibility within an institution for the development
and maintenance of student budgets usually resides with the financial aid
administrator. The aid administrator should, therefore, initiate periodic
reviews of student expense budgets and, if new budget research is deemed
necessary, coordinate the research project. In.some cases it may be possible.
to develop research projects for all car.ipuses of a r.iulticar.i?us systera or
cooperatively among institutions in the sar.ie locale. In other instances, a
statewide governr.iental agency may take the initiative and enlist the
cooperation of institutions in conducting student budget research.
Freguency. The financial aid administrator should establish a calendar for
review1ng student expense budgets and for collecting new data. Regardless of
the methods used to construct student expense budgets, this will ensure· that .
the process is well-planned and systematically organized. Because expenses are
timebound, review and research must be ongoing processes. Although comprehen
sive research may not be necessary annually, a yearly review of student exp~nse
budgets is required. Expenses that are not controlled by the institution
should be the focus of the periodic reviews, while institutional budget items
(e.g., tuition, fees, room, and board) should be adjusted as changes occur.
Timina. Student 'expense budgets should reflect realistic costs for
students auring a given time period. To accomplish this, budgets should be
prepared for defined academic periods and thoroughly reviewed before they are
used again for subsequent terms. Any budget research should be conducted as

"

H

•

"

close as possible to the time that expenses will be incurred. Resulting
bUdgets should be adjusted for economic changes that occur after they are
constructed.
DemOgra~hics. The aid recipient population is a segment of an institu
tion's tota student body, and budgets for aid recipients should reflect
typical expenses encountered by students in general. For this reason, any
budget research should take into account the institution's entire student
population. Research is usually conducted using a representative sample of the
student body. To 'select a representative sar.lple,however, it is necessary
first to have a demographic profile of all students. A demographic profile
allows the aid administrator to·determine categories of student budgets to be
developed and to identify the size of samples needed to produce reliable data.
As a general rule, student expense budgets should be developed separately for
groups of students who face similar types of expenditures. For these groups,
differences in expenditures from individual to individual within a group should
vary less than differences frem one group to another. This procedure recos
nizes the diversity of the student population, reduces possible distortions in
standard budgets,· and assists the aid administrator by reducing the number of
students for whom exceptional expenses must be documented.

Distinctions made on the basis of demographic categories do not necessarily
imply that separate student expense bUdgets have to be constructed, although
that judgment should be made after data are. collected about expenses of
. students in different categories. Consideration should be given to the
following demographic characteristics in deciding what data are needed to
construct reasonable expense budgets: academic level, degree program,
residence, age, marital status, dependency status, and family size.
Existing budget information. Once the demographic composition of.the
student pepulatlon is understood, the aid administrator should examine ~hat
student budget information already exists or is available from sources both
-within and outside of the institution. Data may be available from state
economic surveys and regional budgets, indices, or studies prepared by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) of the United States Department of Labor. In
addition, publications of state agricultural extension services; welfare
agencies, and professional associations may be useful in constructing student
expense budgets or in planning for budget research.
After surveying available data, the aid administrator should decide whether
the information is sufficient to construct reasonable student expense budgets.
The decision should take into account the demography of the student body, the
completeness of budgets already in use, and the appropriateness of available
data to the updating of existing budgets or the creation of new ones. If it
appears necessary for the institution to conduct new research, the aid
administrator must assess whether resources are available for the project.
Resource availability. Research pertaining to student expense budgets
. requlres a cO~ltrnent to the expenditure of resources for this purpose. In
planning a research project, the availability of time, personnel, and money.
must be assessed by the aid administrator. These resources may be found within
the financial aid office; but if this is not the case, the aid administrator
must determine whether such resources exist elsewhere. If special funding is
needed, support should be sought through appropriate administrative channels.
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June 2

Sec. 14

.. anee shall be computed by decreasing the aset protection
allowance for age 40... updated. by one-fifteenth for each
year of age below age 40 and rounding the reau1t to the
nearest $100.";
.
(21) In oectiOD 478(cX2l, by ot";"". cui "'$26,000' '$91 000'
'aud '$169.000' OJ and iDse..;.~;-;r·$2C 000' .tOAl'OOO' ,
,
'$156.000' ";
•--"6.
. . . . . . . . . lUld
(22) in section 478(0. by striking out "Consumer Price Index
for Wage Earners and Clerical Workera" and inserting in !itu
thereof "Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumen".
(23) in section 419(8)- .
. (A) br. striking out "paragraph (2Y' and inserting "subsec

"(1) the administrator determines, in his or her discretion,
that the effective family income of the applicant ill sma.l1 in
relation to.
"CA) the net value of the principal place of. reSlde:nce;
"(B) the net worth of a ~nn on which the family resides;

or"(C) the net w.,rth of a family owned and operated amall
business;
,
"(21 such administrator reduees or eliminates the amount of
such net value or net worth that is subject to assessment in the
computation of the expected tamily contribution of that a~
plicant; end
.
"(3) the administrator reports the amount of such adJust
menta made with respect to determinations for Pell Granta to
the contractor or contractors processing- applications (or such
grants for the award year.
"Ce) AssET ADJUSTMCNT AS ExAMPLL-'The a.sset adjustment de
ICribed in subsection (1)1 is an example of the type of adjustment
.hich financial aid administrato1"9 are authorized to make by
f\lbsec:tion (a), and shall not be considered to be the only adjustment
.
that ill so authorized.";
(27) by striking section 479B and inserting in lieu thereof the
following:
.

I

tion <hI ;

.

p.L, 100-50

. (B) by striking out "families which" and inserting "fami.
lies (l) who"; and
.
.. .
{O by !triking out "and which file 8 form 1040A punuant
to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954" and inserting "and

(2) who me a (orm l040A or 104012 pursuant to the In
ternal Revenue Code of 1986. or are not required to fLle
pursuant to such Code"·
(24) in section 479(b)•
..
,"
(AI by striking out ....d S"'te" In .......v..pb (2~ .'
CBl by st~g out "and" at the end of para'graph (4~
(q by 8t;riking out the period at the end of paragraph (5)
and InSerting "; and"; and
.
.,
(1) by inserting after paragraph (5) the foUowing new
paragrapb:'
.
"(~) an allowance CA) for State and other lues. BS defined in
section 475(e)(2) for dependent studenta and in section 477(1)(21
for in~ependent students with dependents. or (B) for State and
local mcome taxes, BS deimed in section 476(bX2) for independ
ent st~dentB ~thout dependenta.";.·
.
(25) In ~Ion 479, by adding at the end thereof the foUowing'
,new subsectIon:
.
"(e) SIWPI;UI~ APpUCA!!Or;r FOllM.-Tbe Secretary Iha11 develop
and use a slmpl!fied apphcation form {or families described in thiIJ
eection to qualify for the use of a limplified needs analysia."·
(26) by ~king out eect:iOD 479A and inserting in lieu thereof

.

"STUDINT ASSISTANCE AND OTHER n:DEKAL PItOGLUa

"Szc. 479B. (a) ATTENDANCI: Cons Nar -TnATm AS lNCOMJ: OR
RaoURCES.-The portion of any student fin~cial ass~ce r&
ceived under this title. or under Bureau of Indian AffBlnl student
usistance programs•. that is made available for atten~ce costa
described in subsection (b) shall not be coDSldered as meome or
'. raoul"CeS in determining eligibility for assistance under any other
prngrBm funded in whole or in part with Federal funds.

"(1) A'n'ENDANCZ CosTs.-Tbe attendance C08t8 described in this
IUbsection are.
"(1) tuition and fees normally assessed a student c:anying the
..me academic workload as determined by the institution, and
. , including costa for rental or purchase of any equipment, mate
rials. or lNpplie! required. of all students ill the same course of
study; and
..
"(2) an allowance for books, supplies, transportation, and
miscellaneous personal expenses for a student att:ending the
. institution on at least a haIf-time buis, 81 detenn1ned by the
institution.

tbefoll~

. "DtBCllmON 0,. ~DENT nNANCIAL AlD ADMINISTRATORS

"SEC. 47~A: ~a) IN GENEJtAL.-Nothing in this title shall be inter

preted 8IJ houtmg .the authority of the student fmancia! aid adminis
t.rl!tor, on the basis of adequate documentation, to make necessary
acljustmentl ,to ~e cost of atteDdance and expected student or
parent contnbutlon (or both) to aUow for treatment of individual
~udenta with.special circumstances. In addition, nothing in this
title ~l .be Int«;t'J?reted as limiting the authority of the student
imancaJ 8.ld admmtstr8tor to use .supplementary information about
~e fi~eial s~~us or persona] Clrcumrtance of eligible applicants
m selecting rectplenta and determining the amount of awards under
su.,~parts 1 and 2 of part A and parte B, C. and E of this title.
(b) AD.ruS'I'MENTS TO AssZ'r.J TAUN lNro AOCOUNT-A student
imaDciaI ai~ admin~trator shall be considered to be makinI •
necesary adjustment In ae:tordance with subsection (a) if

. '''Ste. 479C. In determining family contribu~ for Native ,Amer
ican students, computations performed pursuant to this part shall
aclude
, "(1) any income and assetI of $2,000 or less per individual
payment received by. the student (and spouse) and student'.
. parents under the Per Capita Act or the DiatributioD of Judg
.ment Funds Act; and
'.

101 STAT. 352

,"(2) any income received by the student (and spouse) and
Itudent's parents under the Alaskan Native Claims Settlement
Act or the Maine Indian Claima Settlement Aet."; and
(28) in &eerion 4~

101 STAT. 353
:,'.:.

..

~'

Ilpped;.x. U

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
BUDGET SURVEY

1988-89

The Student Financial Aid Budget Survey Committee was formed in
November, 1987 and developed a survey instrument entitled, "Student
Bud~et Survcy, Fall Semcstm' 1987."
A copy is e ~ l In De
cember, 1987, this survey questionnaire was scnt t 1,258 tudents.
They were selected by random sample through the
Ice of Admis
sions and Records.
The following parameters were used to define
this sample:
only undergraduate and graduate students
no law or medical students
students enrolled for at least 6 hours
students attending at the Carbondale. cam
pus as defined by fee locator #5
international studpnts were not included
since they are not elig"ible for fedcral stu
dent assistance.
The survey wns mailed to 1,257 stlldelll> the r,lolldny nfter Thnnl<sr;iv
in[\' brenk. Studl'nts were givell two weel:s to l'etlll'1I lhe survey to
the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance.
Four hundred [\Ild forty-six (44(j) students completed and retul'lIed
the survey.
That is a 35.5% returll. The average return for ·this
type survey is approximately fifteen to twenty percent. An a.nalysis
of the data was done by Dr. Jean Paratore, Assistant to the Vice
President for Student Affairs, and her graduate assistant.
They
used the SPSS-X Helease 2.2 statistical package to analyze the stu
dents' responses .. ' Further analysis of the data was done by Tim
Eeller, Graduate and Professional St udent Council, and Joe Camille,
Student Work and Financial Assistance.
The following costs were derived from the budget survey as broken
out by Question #1 -- Class Status: Questions number 8, 9, 10, 22
and 23. The remainder of the costs were derived from the budget
survey as broken "out by Question #5, using a family size of one;
Le., a sing-Ie student with no dependents.

1

..........................•
Undergraduate Costs 1988-89
..................•........
9-month

Question

Nonlhly
Costs

Description

Rent, Hortgage, Taxes, Ins.*

8,9,10

12
13

Utilities
Fooll

Room & Board

14
15
16
17
18
30
32

ACi:Hlcmlc

Year

$ 179.01
56.16
132.91
$ 368.08 x 9 = $3312.72

24.48
29.49
23.24
16.91
8.53
50.40
24.71

Phone

Entertainment
Clothing,' laundry
Household supplies
Medical Expenses
All TransportaU.on

Vehicle insurance

Personal Expenses

$ 177.76 x 9 = $1599.84
/

22

Beoks (per semester)

23

Supplies (per semester)

148.06
62.28

Books and Supplies

*

$ 210.34 x 2 = $ 420.68
$5533.24

weighted average

.-_
......-_

-.•••....•
.

Graduate Cosls ]988-89

Question

"lonlhly

g-month
Academic

Co~L:"l

Y0t1f

Descriplion
Rent, r·lortgage, Taxes, Ins. *
Utilities
Food

S,9,10

12
13

Room & Board
14
15
16
17
18
30
32

$ 269.78
56.16
132.91
$ 458.85 x 9
24.48
29.49
23.24.
16.91.
8.53 .
50.40.
24.71

Phone

Entertainment
Clothing, laundry
Household supplies
Medical Expenses
All Transportation
Vehicle insurance
Persona 1 F.xpcnscs

22

Books (per semester)'

23

Supplies (per semester)

$ 177.76 x 9

= $1599.fl4

111.38
59,86
$

*

= $4129.65

171. 24 x 2

$ 342.4fl
$6071.97'

weighted

av~r~gc

Weighted Averages - Questions 8,9,10
LTndergraduate
Question II 8:
# 9:
#10:

Graduate

170.02 W=206)

212.77 <N=45)

224.65 (N=20)
54.51 IN=24)

343.38 (11=18)
75.00 (11=20)

Undergraduate:
wi. 9 & 10:

224.65 X 20 = $ 4.493.00
54.51 X 24 = $ 1,308.24

$, 5,8UI.24

.~

22 = $ 263.22

343.38 X 18 = $ 6,180.84
75.00 X 20 = '$ 1,500.00
38
$ 7,680.84

~

19 = $ 404.25

44
(44 '1.2 = 22)

Oraduate:

wi. 9

& 10:

w/.ve 9

&

10:
8:

404.25 (N=45)
212.77 (N=19)
269.61 (N=64)

263.22 W=22)

170.02 (N=206)
179.01 (N=228)

w/ave 8,9,10:

Tuition and Fees
In-State
One (I) Semester

TUITION
FEES

$ 659.40
'283.30

TOTAL

S

942.7{)·

Academic Year

Summer (6 hours) Academic Year + Summc [

$ B18.80
566.60
$ 18B5.40

$

.'.'

329.70
152.45

$ 1648.50
719.05

4H7.

S 23(,7.55

15

Out-of-State
One (I) Semester

TUITION
FEFS

TOTAL

$1'178.20
283.30
$2261.50

Academic Year

Summer (6 houz·s) Academic Yenr + Summer

$

$ 3956.40
566.60
$ 4523.00

989.10
152.45
$ 1141. 55

$ 4945.50
719.05
$ 5664.55

Fees
(T&F)

(T)

(Fees)

Fees (AY): $ 932.35 - $659.40 = $272.95 +
Fees (Summer): ·ST8:
2.25
2.35
Atty:
Activity:
4.77
t::ec:
23.50
Ath:
19.00
51.00
'led:
Rev .. Bond:
29.70
Stu. etr.:
19.88
T01'IIL
$152.45

88-89
Increases
$10.35

1 Sem.

Tot.l
= $283.30 X 2 = $ 566.60 AY
152.45 Summer
$ 719.05

3

Books and Supplies
Undergraduate:
$ 420(AYI '/.2 semesters
$ 105' (Summer)
$ 525 TOTAL (12 mos.)

$210 (12 hours per semester)

~

2

$105 (6 hours Summer)

Graduate:

= $170

$ 340(AY) .f, 2 semesters
$ 85 (Summer)
$ 425 TOTAL (12 mos.)

(per semester) .f, 2

= $85

(6 hours Summer)

Naintenance Costs
l~

Undergraduate, on-campus, 9 months
Room & Board (per University Housing):
Naintenance Costs:
Phone #14
Entertainment #15
Clothes #16
Supplies #17
Medical #18
SUB-TOTAL
JIll Trans. #30
Car Ins~ #32
SUB-TOTAL

$ 2636.00

24.48
29.49
23.24
16.91
8.53
102.65 mo. x 9 mos. ::: S 92~.e5
50.40
24.71
75.TI mo. y q mos. = $ 675.99
SUB-TOTAL
I,qq.ll'/ $ 1"00.00

Sunday supper (32 wks) -

$

4]'3~_00

64.00

$4300.00
TOTAL BUDGET:

2.

$ i885.00

Tuition & Fees:
Books
Living Expenses:
Total

420.00

4295.00 (rounded)
$ 6600.00

Undergraduate, off-campus, 9 months:
Room (#8,9,10)
Utilities (#12)

$ 179.01
56.16
$ 235.17

Food (#13)

$

235.17
132.91

36li"":"TI8

f.laintenance
Living Expenses
Total Budget:

T&F
Books
Living Expenses

x 9

mos~

$ 1885.00
420.00
4895.00 (rounded)
S 7200.00

$ 3312.72
1600.00
4912.72

4

3.

Undergraduate, off-campus, with parents, 9 months:
Room & Board (Federal law):
Nalntenance:

$ 1500.00-,

Living E>:penscs

$ 31oU. UU

TOTAL BUDGET:

T & F:
Books:
Living Expenses:

4.

Ulluergradua te,

\or 1 th

1600.00

$ 1885.00
420.00
3095.00 (rounded)
$ 5400.00

dei-'cndcnt (5 I, of f -<;ilmpus, ..... i th par£>lll.s, 9 months:

Room & Board (Federal law):

$ 2500.00

Naintcnancc:
L~ v log

TOTAL BUDGET:

T & F:
Books:
Living Expenses:

5.

1600.00
$ 410U.UU

Expenses

$ 1885.00
420.00
4095.00 (rounded)
$ 6400.00

Undergraduate, on-campus, 12 months:

Room & Board:

$ 2636.00 (9 months)

794.00 (Summer)
"SO.OO (Sunday supper 40

~~eks)

$ .ibW.II{)

Haintcnance:

1600 'h 75\

=$

Room & Board:
1,1 v Ing Expenses:

TUTM. nUDGET:

2133.33
3510.00
5643.33
T

&

r:

BO(Jk~:

Living Expenses:

6.

$

236B.UU
525.00

5647.00 (rounded)
$ 8540.00

Undergraduate, off-campus, 12 months:
Room:

Food:

$ 235.17 x 12 months = $ 2822.04

132.91 x 12 months =

1594.92
$ 4416.96

$ 4416.96

2133.33
$ 6650.29'

1600 'j, 75\. =
Total Living Expenses

Naintenance:

TOTAL BUDGET:

T

&

F:

Rooks:

L'1 vlng Expenses:

$ 2368.00

525.00
6547.00 (rounded)
$ 944U.00

5

7.

Undergraduate, off-campus, with parents, 12 months:
Room & Board:
Nuinte·nance:

Living

~xpenscs:

1500 '/' 75% = $ 2000.00
1600 '/. 75\ =
2133.33
$ 4133.33

TOTAL BUDGET:

$ 2368.00
525.00
4137.00
$ 7030.00

T & F:

Books:
Living Expenses:

8.

Undergraduate, with dependent(-s}, off--campus, with parents, 12 months:

Room & Board:
Maintenance:
Living Expenses:

2500'/, 75\ = $ 3333.33
1600 1. 75\ =
2133.33
$ 5466,66
T & F:

$ 2368.00

Books:
Living Expenses:

525,00
5467.00
$ 8360.00

TOTAL BUDGET:

9.

Graduate, on-campus, 9 months:

Room & Board (single occupancyf= $ 3336.00
Sunday supper =
64.00
1-1 a !nlen.ll1cC':
1600.00
Living Expenses:
~~ SOUO. 00
TOTAL BUDGET:

T & F:
RooY.s:

Living Expenses:

S

18f~5.(lO

340.00
4975.00 (rounded)
$ 7200.00

10. Graduate, off-campus, 9 months:
Room & Board:

$ 4130.00

f>1airitenance:
Living Expenses:

$ 5730.00

·1600.00

TOTAL BUDGET:

T & F:

Books:
Living Expenses:

$ '1885.00

340.00
5775.00 (rounded)·
$ 8000.00

ll~

Graduate, off-campus, with parents, 9 months:
Room ~ Board (Federal law):
NLl!lIlcnLlnc(':
Living Expenses:
TOTAL BUDGET:

$ J500.00
}(,OO. DO

$ 3100.oU

$ 1885.00
340.00
3095.00 (rounded)
$ 5320.00

T & F:

Rooks:
Living Expenses:

12.

Graduate, with dependent(s), off-campus, with parents, 9 months:

Room & Board:
Halntenance:
Living Expenses:

$ 2500.00
1600.00
$ 4100.00

TOTAL BUDGET:

T & F:

Books:
Living Expenses:

13.

$ 1885.00
340.00
4095.00 (rounded)
$ 6320.00

Graduate, on-campus, 12 months:
Room & Board (single occupancy) 9 mos. = $ 3336.00
Summer
879.00
110.00
Sundar SUJlper 40 weeks
$- 4LYS.UO
~laintenance:

1600 '/. 75\

=

~lainlenance:

$ 4295.00
2133.33

Living Expenses:

$ 6428.33

R

& B:

TOTAL BUDGET:

2133.33

T & F:

Books:
Living Expenses:

14.

$ 2368.00
425.00
6427.00 (rounded)
$ 9220.00

Graduate, off-campus, 12 months:
Room & Board
$ 458.85 per month x 12 months =
Maintenance
$ 1600.00 ~ 75~ •
Living Expenses
TOTAL BUDGET:

T & F:

Rooks:
Living Expenses:

$ 5506.20

2133.33

$ 7639.53
$ 2368.00
425.00
7637.00 (roulJued)

$10430.00

7

lS~

Graduate, off-campus, with parents, 12 months:

Room & Board
S1500 '/, 75% •

S 2000.00

l'talntenance

S1600 "/. 75% •
L1 v lng Expenses

2133.33

$ 4133.33

TOTAL BUDGET:

T & F:
Books:

Living Expenses:

16.

S n68.00
425.00
4137.00 (rounded)
S 6930.00

Graduate, with dependenl(s), off-campus, with parents, 12 months:

Room & Board
S2500 'f, 75% •

S 3333.33

Haintenance
S1600 '/, 75% •
L1 ving Expenses

2133.33
$ 5466.66

TOTAL BUDGET:

T & F:

Books:
Living Expenses:

S 2368.00
425.00
5467.00 (rounded)
S 8260.00

STUDENT

BUDGETS

FOR
1 9 8 8 - 8 9

............................................... .......................--.................... .•.•••••••..................••......•••••••
9 r,otITHS
3 MONTHS
12 MONTHS
.••••..•••••.....•..................••......... .............................................
...••.••.•...................•••..••••••••.
nmERGPADUATE

OnCampus
Jr.-State

OffCampus
Not
with
Parents

Fees
Books & Supplies
iJiving Expenses

TOTAL

1885
420
4295
S5500

with
Parents

OffOffCampus
Not

Off

Campus

Campus

OffCampus
Not
with
Parents

OffCampus
with
Parents

with
Parents
with
Dependents

5547

2358
525
·5547

2358
525
4137

2358
525
5457

S8540

S9440

S7030

S8360

with
Parents
with

On-

Cr.-

with

OffCampus
with

Carn~us

Parents

Parents

Dependents

Cam;>us

483
105

483

483
105
1042

483
105
1372

2358

--S1960

--

---

~ui tion &

Off-

Campus

OffCampus
with
Parents
with
Dependents

1885
420
4895

1885
420
30~5

S7200

..................

S5400

1885
420
4095
S5400

I---

----

----

S19,0

S2240

S1630

135-2

~...--

I

His

1552
~

--_.

.................... ..••..•...............•••.•.............•••
12 MONTHS
..
.••............................................ .............•..........•...........•.•...... ...................•..........•.........
;.;.~~~~~

.....................J.................

525

;.~~~~~

~

OffCampus
with
Parents

OffCampus
with
Parents
with
Dependents

483
85
1452

483
85
1862

483
85
1042

483
85
1372

---

---

----

----

S6320

S2020

S2430

S1610

OffCampus
with
Parents

Off
Campus
with
Parents
with
Dependents

188S
340
4975

1885
340
5775

1885
340
3095

1885
340
4095

---

---

---

GFJJJUATE

OnCampus
Ir:-State

OffCampus
Not
with
Parents

OffCampus
Not
with
Parents

OnCampus

S7200

TOTAL

OffCampus
with
Parents

2368
,25
6,27

2368
425
7637

2368
425
4137

--- ---

----

----

S10430

S6930

.OnCampus

---

---

Tuition·& F~es
Eooks & Su~plies
:"iving Expenses

OffCampus
Not
with
Parents

S8000

S5320

Off
Campus
with.
Parents
with
Depen:denls

---

S1940

S9220

2368
425
5467

S8260

••••...•...•.....•............•••.............. ..........•.•.•....•••........•........•..... .............• ..........•..................
9 MONTHS
I
3 MONTHS
I
12 MONTHS
••........••...•••.......•.•••••.....•.........••••......••.........•••••....••.....••••.....••.......•.••............•••.....•••......••
~

~

Out-of-State
Add-on Out-of-State Tuition Difference:
9-month budget:
3-month budget:
12-month budget:

S2638
S 659
S3297

Prepared By

...,,.., .... _ ... I ,

Inn

Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
62901-4702
Carbondale, Illinois

STUDENT BUDGET SURVEY
FALL SEMESTER, 1987

November 30, 1987

Dear Student:
You have been chosen -- by a random sample -- to assist in deter
mining what students spend to attend SIUC. Attached is a "Student
Budget Survey." Besides a few general questions, it asks about the
following costs:
living expenses; childcare expenses; books and
supplies; and transportation expenses.
The purpose of this survey is to provide data that cim be used to
determine students' cost of attendance at SIUC. This is a very im
portant part of the financial aid process.
The following are members of the financial aid BUdget Committee:
Rick Nelson, Undergraduate Student Organization
Tim Keller. Graduate and ProfessionaL Student Council
l:ny Riesch, Non-Traditional Student
Jean Paratore, Assistant to the Vice President for Student Affairs
Mary Helen Gasser, Office of Non-Traditional Students
Joe Camille, Student Work and Financial Assistance
We strongly encourage you to complete the enclosed survey. Mail it
back no later thlln Thursday, December 9, 1987. A self-addressed,
stamped envelope has been provided. Thanks for your help.
Sincerely,

~

J""P~omill'

Chair, Budget Committee
Woody Hall, B326
Student Work and Financial Assistance
Enclosure

STUDI."lT BUDGET SURVEY

FALL SnlESTER 1987

Answer all questions on the answer sheet provided. Use #2 pencil only. Fill in circles com
pletely and carefully. Answer all questions, unless otherwise directed "For you only." Return
the ans....er-sheet along with the survey in the enclosed, stamped envelope. Do not fold the answer
sheet. IIAIL YOUR RESK1lSE IlACI[ 110 LArER !IIAIl 'IIIIIIISIlA!, J)fX twHN 9, 1987.

General Questions
1. What is your classification for Fall semester 1987?

A.
B.
C.

Undergraduate student
Graduate student
Law or Medical student

2. Howald are you?
A.
B.

c.

D.
E.

17 years old or younger
18 through 23 years old
24 through 29 years old
30 through 35 years old
over 35 years old

3. What 1s your marital status?
A.
B.

Slngle, never married
Harried

C.

Divorced
Widowed
Separated

D.

E.

4. If you are married, 1s your spouse currently attending college?
A.
B.

c.

D.

Not married
Spouse 1s not attending college
Spouse attending college for 6 semester hours or more
Spouse attends college" for 5 semester hours or less

5. Number of people who legally depend upon you (don't include yourself) for financial support

(Example:

spouse, children, etc.):

A.

None

F.

5

B.

1
2
3

G.

6

I.

7
More than 7

C.
D.
E.

H.

4

-2-
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LivinQ Expenses
Now we would like to ask a few questions to help us understand your living expenses.
6. Where are you living?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

University Residence Hall
University Apartment (Southern Hills, Evergreen Terrace, University.
Courts I etc.)
Parent's home
Fraternity or Sorority house
Off-campus Apartment, Trailer or House
Relative's home

Tbe follOll'ing questiOllS are for stodents vbo do not live in Uo1versity--..ed boosing.
survey does not consider any fraternity or sorOrItJliouse to be Uo1versity--..ed boosing.
to Question frlf yOD live in lIDiversity-..ed boosing.

!b1s

Skip

7. Do you rent or own the place where you live?

A.

Rent

B.

Own

C.
D.

Doesn't apply, living with Parents and do not pay rent
Doesn't apply, living with a Relative/Friend and do not pay rent

8. How much do you spend each month for your rent (include lot rent for a trailer)? If you are
single and share expenses, give only your share of the payment. If married or head of house
hold, give total family amount.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F•.
G.
H.
I.

Doesn't apply
Less than $75 per month
From $ 75 to $124 per month
From $125 to $174 per month
From $175 to $224 per month
From $225 to $274 per month
From $275 to $324 per month
From $325 to $374 per month
$375 and above per month

9. If you are buying a house or trailer, how much do you spend each month for your mortgage? Do
not include taxes or insurance. If married or head of household, give total family amount.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Doesn't apply
Less than $150 per month
From $150 to $224 per month
From $225 to $299 per month
From $300 to $374 per month
From $375 to $449 per month
From $450 to $524 per month
From $525 to $599 per month
$600 and above each month

10. If you own your housing, how much do you spend each year for real estate taxes and insurance?
If married or head of household, qive total family amount.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
.F.
G.
H.
I.

Doesn't apply
Less than $400 per year
From $400 to $599 per year
From $600 to $799 per year
From $800 to $999 per year
From $1000 to $1199 per year
From $1200 to $1399 per year
From $1400 to $1599 per year
$1600 and above each year

·SWFA 12/87

11. Does your rent payment include all
lection)?
.

A.
B.
C.

utl1~ties

(water, sewage, electricity, gas, garbage col

Doesn't apply
Yes
No

12. How much do you spend each month for utilities? Do not include your telephone costs. If
you are single and share housIng, give only the amount-yQu pay. If married or head of house
hold, give total family amount.

A.
B.
C.
O.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Doesn't apply
Less than S50 per month
From S50 to S74 per month
From S75 to S99 per month
From S100 to S124 per month
From S125 to S149 per month
From S150 to S174 per month
From S175 to S199 per month
S200 and above per month

13. How much do you spend each week for food? If you are single and share expenses with others,
report only your share. Ifimarried or head of household, give total family amount.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Less than S20 per week
From S20 to S29 per week
From S30 to S39 per week
From S40 to S49 per week
From S50 to S59 per week
From S60 to S69 per week
From S70 to S79 per week
From S80 to S89 per week
$90 and above each week

14. How much do you spend each month for your telephone?
total family amount.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

If married or head of household, give

Doesn't apply
Do not have a telephone
Less than S10 per month
From S10 to S19 per month
From S20 to S29 per month
From S30 to S39 per month
From S40 to S49 per month
$50 and above per month

15. HoW much do you spend each month for entertainment (movies, plays, concerts, athletic events,
etc.)? If married or head or-hOUsehold, give total family amount.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Less than S10 per month
From SID to S19 per month
From S20 to S29 per month
From S30 to S39 per month
From S40 to S49 per month
S50 and above per month
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16. How much do you spend each month for clothing, laundry and dry cleaning?
of household, give total family amount.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

If married or head

Less than $10 per month
From $10 to $19 per month
From $20 to $29 per month
From $30 to $39 per ·month
From $40 to $49 per month
From $50 to $59 per month
From $60 to $69 per month
$7D and above each month

17. How much do you spend each month for household supplies (detergent, light bulbs, towels,
soap, toothpaste, etc.)? If marrIed or head of household, give total faOily amount.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Doesnlt apply, living with parents or relative and do not pay for household supplies
Less than $10 per month
From 510 to $19 per month
From $20 to $29 per month
From $30 to $39 per month
From $40 to $49 per month
From $50 to $59 per month
From $60 to $69 per month
$70 and above each month

18. How much do you spend per year for medical expenses not covered by insurance (Example: den
tal work, eyeglasses, prescription drugs)? If married or head of household, give total fami
ly amount.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Doesn't apply
Less than $60 per year
From $ 60 to $119 per year
From 5120 to 5179 per year
From 5180 to $239 per year
From $240 to $299 per year
From $300 to $359 per year
From 5360 to 5419 per year
$420 and above each year

Childcare Expenses
19. If children depend upon you for financial support, are you paying for childcare, daycare,
nursery school, or a babysitter?
A.
B.

Yes, I pay for childcare expenses
No, I do not have childcare expenses

20. I currently pay childcare expenses for the following number of my children:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

I
1
2
3
4

do not have childcare expenses
child
children
children
children

F.
G.
H.
I.

5
6
7
8

children
children
children
or more children

21. How much do you spend per week for chl1dcare expenses?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

I do
Less
From
From
From
From
From
From
Over

not have childcare expenses
than $10 per week
$10 to $19 per week
$20 to $29 per week
$30 to $39 per week
$40 to $49 per week
$50 to $59 per week
$60 to $69 per week
$70 per week
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•
Books and Supplies

22. How much did you spend this semester on books?

A.
B.

c.
O.

E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Less than $50 per semester

From $50 to S74 per semester
From $75 to $99 per semester

From SlOO to S124 per semester
From ·S125 to S149 per semester
From S150 to S174 per semester
From $175 to S199 per semester
From S200 to S224 per semester
S225 and above per semester

23. How much did you spend this semester on additional school supplies (Example:
typing paper, photocopying, lab fees, calculator, notebooks, etc.)?

A.

Less than $25 per semester

B.
C.

G.
H.

From
From
From
From
From
From
From

I.

$200 and above per semester

D.
E.
F.

art supplies,

S25 to S49 per semester
S50 to S74 per semester
S75 to S99 per semester
S100 to S124 per semester
S125 to S149 per semester
S150 to S174 per semester
S175 to S199 per semester

Transportation Expenses
24. If you live off-campus while attending school at SlUe, how far do you live from campus (one
way)?

A.
B.
·C.

I live in a University Residence Hall
Less than 2 miles

D.
E.
F.

From
From
From
From

2 miles to 4.9 miles
5 miles to 9.9 miles
10 miles to 14.9 miles
15 miles to 19.9 miles

G.

From 20 miles to 24.9 miles

H.
I.

From 25 miles to 29.9 miles
30 miles or more

25. How do you travel from your residence to campus?

Walk
Bicycle

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Motorcycle or moped
Car, van or truck
Carpool or share ride

F.

Taxi

26. How many times per week do you travel (make a round trip) between SIU and your residence?

A.

Doesn't apply, live in a University Residence Hall

B.

Less than 3 times per week
3 times per week

C.

D.
E.

F.
G.
H.

4 times per
5 times per
6 times per
7 times per
More than 7

week
week
week
week
times per week
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27. If you visit parents or relatives during school breaks, bow far do thpy live

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

(one~way)?

Does not apply
Less than 50 niles
Between 50 and 99 miles
Between 100 and 199 miles
Between 200 and 299 miles
Between 300 and 399 miles
Between 400 and 499 miles
Between 500 and 599 miles
600 miles or more

28. If you work during the school year, where do you work?
A.
B.

On-campus
Off -campus

C.

Both on- and off-campus

D.

I do not have a job during the school year

29. Do you own a car, van, truck, motorcycle or

A.
B.

~oped?

No
Yes.

30. How tt.uch do you spend each month for transportation for all purposes? Include gas, all,
maintenance, parking, taxI. Do not include car payments or insurance. If you are married or
head of household, give total family amount.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Does
Less
From
From
From
From
From
From

not apply
than $25 per month
$25 to $49 per month
$50 to $74 per month
$75 to $99 per month
$100 to $124 per month
$125 to $149 per month
$150 to $174 per month

I.

$175 per month and above

31. If you are purchasing a vehicle, what is your monthly car, van, truck, motorcycle or moped
payment? If married or head of household, give total family amount.
A.

B.
C.

D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
"I.

Doesn't apply, I don't own a vehicle
My vehicle is paid for
Less than $75 per month
From $75 to $99 per month
From $100 to $124 per month
From $125 to $149 per month
From $150 to $174 per month
From $175 to $199 per month
$200 per month or more

32. If you own a vehicle (car, van, motorcycle, moped, etc.), how much do you pay for

each year?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

i~surance

If married or head of household, give total family amount.

Doesn't apply, I donlt own a vehicle
Less than $150 per year
Between $150 and $249 per year
Between $250 and $349 per year
Between $350 and $449 per year
Between $450 and $549 per year
Between $550 and $649 per year
Between $650 and $749 per year
$750 and above per year
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